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This Lime-Tree Bower Our Seed

Scott Stevens

Two factors are required for the conception of art: the beauty of the out-
side world, and a human’s subconscious mind, primed for inspiration. 
For the Romantic poets, physical beauty chiefly remained contained 
within natural settings. These poets maintained that, after individu-
als delve into the turbid valleys of their minds, they are prepared for 
and open to the sublimity of their surroundings. The usual Romantic 
course of action thereafter is to bottle the encounter in a poem, which 
will propagate this sublimity to others. Samuel Taylor Coleridge wrote 
his poem, “This Lime-tree Bower My Prison,” after hot milk spilled 
on his foot, forcing him to sit under a garden’s linden tree, while his 
friends left him for a hike to inspire their poetry. Without nature, Ro-
mantic poets like Coleridge would never have been inspired to forge 
their art. However, Coleridge reveals nature to be so infinite and acces-
sible in its variations that the role of initiating inspiration falls not to 
nature, but to his individual subconscious, ultimately arguing that it is 
our duty to kindle similar sparks in others’ minds.
 
At first, Coleridge limits his view on what constitutes an appropriately 
Romantic nature scene, which he reverses to a more universal view 
by the end of the poem. He asks himself, “What will ignite my poetry, 
Mount McKinley, or the linden leaf?” The first portion of the stanza 
answers that. He posits in the title that the humble “lime-tree bower 
[his] prison,” (line 1) the simple, garden-variety garden and its lime-
tree cannot offer him the sweeping landscapes the Romantics usually 
held as the ideal setting for inspiration. He believes the bower’s shade is 
a place where one “must... remain” (1) when the world bogs one down 
with such trifles as a hot milk spillage on the foot. Indeed, in linking 
his body’s impediment with being stuck under the bower, Coleridge 
associates this simple tree with the corporeal, which he and the Ro-

This paper was written for Patty Carleton’s AP Literature class in 
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mantics viewed as a hindrance, a diversion from the quest for perfec-
tion in the imagination. To miss out on the hike and stay under the 
bower is to lose the “beauties and feelings” of inspiration available on 
that hike, beauties stunning enough to outlive his “dimm’d [physical] 
eyes” by being recorded in his memory. On the hike are his friends, 
whom he believes, because they will be in contact with pristine nature, 
will embark on the archetypical Romantic journey from their subcon-
scious, to a perfect nature scene, to insight, then to its dissemination 
through their poetry. Coleridge comes to his own satori moment later 
in the poem, but this portion counters that later perspective so that 
we may see clearly his journey towards a new view of nature’s role in 
inspiration. Immediately, the reader can tell from Coleridge’s use of 
blank verse that any change in him will happen steadily and with in-
ternal drama, as in a Shakespearean soliloquy, rather than the whip-
revelation of a sonnet’s volta. This journey through his blank verse to-
wards a new understanding of nature mirrors his friends’ journey, the 
conversational form supporting the idea that the Romantic odyssey 
stems foremost from an individual’s introspection. With Coleridge’s 
poem paralleling his friends’ adventure, it is natural that he moves on 
to address the first stage of the expedition: the descent into the sub-
conscious.
 
By imagining his friends stumbling upon the dell and equating it with 
their contact with their deeper minds, Coleridge demonstrates that ac-
cess to the subconscious begins with one’s choice to reflect on one’s cir-
cumstances. First, it is clear that the dell represents the human subcon-
scious. That it is “narrow, deep” (10), and “o’erwooded” with darkness 
signals to the reader that, like the deep mind, this enclosure is distinct 
from the outside world known in the poem as the “springy heath” (7) 
and later, the sea and hills. Only with the might of the “mid-day sun” 
(11), or the lucidity of an individual ready at the right time, may the 
symbolic “light” of one’s attention barely reach the floor of the dell/
subconscious in “speckle[s]” (11). The dell and the mind are further 
separated from the outside world in that the foliage is “unsunn’d and 
damp”(14) and “ne’er tremble in the gale” (15). Rather, the ash, the 
weeds, and one’s inner brain are internally fed by the “[fanning]” (16) 
and “dripping” (19) of the waterfall, water being a classically Romantic 
symbol for deep thought.
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The dell not only acts as a symbol for the subconscious, but also estab-
lishes the human subconscious as a mighty force, matching the notion 
that inspiration is dependent on a human’s inner world, not the outer 
world. Most apparent in this portion of the poem is the repetition of 
the word “still” (9) (15) (19), signifying that the inner mind is always 
poised to “roar...” (9) out ideas, if only the ego descends into it. The dell 
and the subconscious are tough; they survive despite being starved of 
the outside world. There are hardy weeds that are “long [and] lank,” all 
in a healthy “dark green file” (17). Truly, it is “a most fantastic sight” 
(18) that these plants are independent enough to live, reflecting the 
amazing fact that our brains’ corridors are self-sufficient and can pro-
duce pathways to inspiration as brilliant as bioluminescence. And al-
though the ash is “branchless” (13) and has “few poor yellow leaves” 
(15), like our brain, it can still with strength “[fling] arching like a 
bridge” to the next stage of the journey for transcendence, observation 
of nature. Yet the “slim” (12), slippery ash’s trunk, the bridge into the 
next stage, would be hard to cross; therefore this journey demands that 
people struggle to achieve transcendence.
 
Before the emergence into nature, however, Coleridge shows his brain’s 
autonomy in action as he narrates his friends’ entrance into their sub-
conscious dells. Even when injured and pinned to the bower, Coleridge 
is performing the necessary navel-gazing for transcendence, albeit vi-
cariously through his friends. What shows us that he has forced his way 
into his own deeper mind is that he understands the contours of the 
brain’s dark recesses, explained in the previous paragraphs; and that 
he understands he “never more may meet again” (6) his friends, since 
he gathers that they will have returned changed and with more insight 
into the sublime than him. To the prepared traveller of the mind, ac-
cidents are simply spontaneous fissures in the fabric of reality, from 
which one can smell the sleeping artist letting out hot storms of breath 
and hear the roars in snores. The traveller’s will to art and to enter the 
cave determines whether this accidental opening will lead to transcen-
dence or not. If the traveller mopes and avoids this intimidating, un-
expected opening, transcendence and art will not happen. Coleridge 
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supports this by representing his own accident, his burned foot, in the 
encounter he imagines his friends have with the dell. His friends are 
merely “wander[ing]” and “wind[ing] down” (8) to the dell, emphasiz-
ing the accidental nature of their entrance, as is the case with Coleridge 
and this poem. Being the opportunistic artist he is, Coleridge chooses 
to dwell in “the dell” of his head and take his injury as an occasion 
for imagination. Starting in this portion and continuing through the 
poem, he reminds us with parentheticals; “perchance” (8), “(a most 
fantastic sight!)” (18), and “perhaps” (24); that he is imagining his 
friends’ passage all by himself, evidence that he has independently be-
gun the Romantic journey into his mind.
 
Drawing out from the dell, his friends face the hills and the sea, which 
undoubtedly appear to form an ideally Romantic scene, except that the 
scene only gains meaning through the power of the poets’ thoughts. 
Before Coleridge uses any other poetic devices, we see that the line of 
the previous stanza has trickled into the next, reminding us again that, 
despite being stuck under the bower, Coleridge still slides into inspira-
tion on his own volition.
 
The seaside is a sufficiently picturesque scene to serve as a cathedral for 
the poets, the priests of imagination conducting the mass. At once, the 
sky is a “wide wide Heaven” (21), the hills form “[many steeples]” (22), 
and the heath is alight with purple (35), the color of royalty and of the 
Vatican’s bishops. Coleridge is associating nature with a church, and 
since he believes in the idea of the poet as a prophet, he would imagine 
that his friends are the inheritors of nature’s beauty and are the priestly 
conduits by which others will experience that beauty. Yet even beside 
the bower, he undergoes his ordination to behold the ecstasies of this 
nature scene in his imagination, illustrating his independence from 
the scene itself, and the strength of his poetic will. However, the church 
of nature is alive; it is the body and bread of art.
 
A human being’s spirit is the chief generator of inspiration, says 
Coleridge, for even nature must mimic a person in order to gain mean-
ing. The seascape is personified as a body that “veil[s] the Almighty 
Spirit” (42), the sort of perfected soul Romantic poets wish to reach 
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with transcendence, if and only if Coleridge’s friends (and, of course, 
Coleridge, since he is the one imagining this scene) “gaze” (39) (40) 
discriminatingly at the “wide landscape” (40) until it becomes this 
symbolic body (41). Thus, though perfection in nature is already pres-
ent physically, its spiritual perfection can only be unlocked with the eye 
of an art-seeking individual. This subordination of nature’s physicality 
to the will of the spirit is furthered in Coleridge’s symbol of the sun as a 
soul. Only when the “slant beams” (34) of the sun seep into and pierce 
the flowers, clouds, groves, and the ocean (35-7) will they “richlier 
burn” (35) with more meaning, “live in the yellow light” (36) of perfec-
tion, and “kindle” (37) their potential for inspiration. But before he 
moves on to appreciate the more immediate nature around him, he 
addresses one of his friends on the hike, Charles Lamb.
 
The poem itself is a letter to Charles Lamb, who at the time worked as a 
clerk at the London “India House”(poem’s opening) for the British East 
India Company. For an artist such as Lamb, it was not so much a love 
affair with deep stacks of paperwork, but a matter of sustenance. His 
spiritual survival in the city is yet more proof that the human imagina-
tion is robust and the key factor in inspiration, not nature nor the ex-
ternal world. Despite “pin[ing]/And hunger[ing] after nature [many] a 
year” (28-9) and being “pent” (30) up in London’s even more artificial 
prison than Coleridge’s lime-tree, Lamb has “[won] his way” (30) and 
has sustained the strength to write, using his “patient soul” (31) to take 
advantage of “strange calamity” (32) in the same way Coleridge does 
with this poem. Lamb exerts his patience in taking care of his mentally 
unstable sister, Mary, and together they complete the celebrated chil-
dren’s book, Tales from Shakespeare, in addition to his poetry. Yet he 
does this without the help of nature scenes, rather, with his own mind’s 
mettle. In fact, the “fair bark” (24) on the “smooth clear blue” (25) 
ocean, the textbook symbol of an individual seeking out introspec-
tion, can represent Charles Lamb’s perseverance in this case. Coleridge 
docks Lamb like a ship in his “slip” (25) of a note “betwixt two Isles/ Of 
purple shadow” (25-6), the “Isles” being the descriptive purple patches 
before and after the note to Lamb. In other words, the structure of 
the stanza — --; nature, then Lamb, then nature — --; is identical to 
the symbol of the ship between the islands. Hence, Coleridge subtly 
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renders Lamb as an admirable ship persevering in the city that, though 
suffering scurvy for nature scenes, is able to create his own inspiration. 
Coleridge praises his “gentle-hearted Charles” (28) for possessing this 
strength, but we see in the final stanza that Coleridge can perform this 
feat of independent imagination as well under the bower.
 
Coleridge finally emerges out of his contemplation to appreciate the 
natural inspiration already in his vicinity and comes to the conclusion 
that because nature is able to replicate its beauty in any size, it is up 
to him to find transcendence. Again, the stanza continues the thread 
of letting the last line run into the first of this stanza, that Coleridge’s 
stream of thought culminates in an expectedly spontaneous “delight...
sudden on [his] heart” (43-4). Now that he has fallen into his subcon-
scious by imagining his friends’ journey “as [he himself] were there” 
(45), he is ready to “[mark]” (46) what inspiration the “little lime-tree 
bower” (46) can offer him. Now that he is willing to see the “blaze” 
(47) of the sun, his mind is “transparent” (48) and lucid enough to 
see the connection between the “[dapples]”(51) of sunshine with the 
“[speckles]” (11) of the dell. They are one and the same on the floor 
of his mind; nature manifests itself in both small and big ways. He 
continues to praise the luminance of the garden in the evening, which 
he notices to be caused by the “walnut-tree” (51) and the “ancient 
ivy” (53). Walnut trees are known for their intricately textured bark, 
and ivy is a twining plant that makes complex nets even around tall 
trees like “fronting elms” (54). By invoking these two plants, Coleridge 
points out that even the humble parts of nature can gleam with inspi-
ration. Though they are smaller, they are all the more dense in mean-
ing, as dense as the furrows of a walnut. Moreover, Coleridge fires off 
in succession three prominent animal symbols for inspiration in the 
Romantic canon: the bat, the swallow, and the “solitary humble-bee” 
(56-8). There are even purple flowers, the “bean-flower” (59), similar 
to the heath flowers in their royal, holy color, but smaller and more in-
wardly folded. If nature’s beauty can be found in “[narrow plots]”(61) 
and seemingly “[vacant wastes]” (62), then it matters not where one is, 
but that one is “wise and pure” (60) and strong enough to be “[a]wake 
to Love and Beauty” (64). Coleridge goes out and explicates that one 



does not need “the promis’d good” of a grand nature scene to “lift the 
soul” (66) and make art; one can simply “contemplate” (66) the situa-
tion, thereby independently performing transcendence.
 
The rook flying over Coleridge ends the poem as a symbol of the imagi-
native power he and Lamb share, both bonding over distances through 
their shared feat of releasing nature’s inspiration by their will. First, the 
rook is a social animal, preferring to travel in packs. Coleridge picked 
a rook, which has flown over both the sea and the bower, to “[cross] 
the mighty Orb’s dilated glory” (72) in order to show that the two poets 
have both “gaz[ed]... still” (73) to access the “charm”(74) of the rook, 
that is, the imagination’s power to fly above and use any form of “life” 
(76) to produce art, whether it be mountain range or bower. Coleridge 
also comments that the rook is “[n]ow a dim speck, now vanishing 
in light” (71), possibly meaning that the rook flies to other people in 
the distance, that the imagination’s mission to extract inspiration from 
nature is a mission for all.
 
The two poets’ shared experience leaves the reader feeling that artistic 
inspiration has hopscotched from Lamb, to Coleridge, and now, to the 
reader. As Coleridge’s poem argues, we must unfortunately do all the 
heavy lifting for inspiration; nature is so vast in its beauty that it falls 
to us to find meaning from it. But this is a celebration of the triumph 
of our imaginations, that though we may not determine our outer sur-
roundings, we may still influence our own art and ideas through dis-
cipline and willingness to enter the subconscious. Therefore, in this 
celebration it is our duty to spread the hope that the imagination may 
prevail. Of course, there is already a vehicle with which we can spread 
this hope: poetry. A poem is a guiding push for other people to “find 
the dell” in themselves.
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Are You Kidding? A Framework for 
Determining the Ethics of Jokes

Natasha Lasky

I. Why Care About the Ethics of Jokes?

At its basis, the ethics of humor is essentially an argument between two 
camps—those who think we take jokes too seriously (the “users”) and 
those who think we don’t take them seriously enough (the “killjoys”). 
These two groups disagree on even the most basic question concerning 
humor ethics, namely: is joke-telling an ethical issue in the first place?

The “users” think not.1 This is because jokes hold a special cultural 
status: we are not supposed to take them seriously. This idea is a 
basic tenet of humor; even eight-year-olds know that if they say “just 
kidding” after any statement, their audience will not take it seriously.

Many use this argument as a way to demonstrate that jokes somehow 
transcend ethics, posing that we should live in a world where people 
can make whatever jokes they want without worrying about moral 
culpability.2 After all, humor can be a means of coping with the most 
disturbing aspects of existence, and can therefore be cathartic and 
therapeutic, so limiting that through rigorous moral rules undermines 
the social and emotional necessity of humor.

There is no denying that we need jokes about dark, taboo subjects as a 
means of understanding and coping with them. However, while humor’s 
status as “not serious” allows comedians to address bleak topics and 
taboo subjects, it doesn’t mean that jokes somehow transcend ethics. 
In using this argument, the “user” camp straw-mans the “killjoys” by 
assuming they believe one can’t make a joke about sensitive topics 
without being immoral, an assumption which is completely untrue. 

This paper was written for Jack Bowen’s Philosophy class in the 
spring of 2015.



Not all jokes about race are racist, not all jokes about women are sexist, 
and not all jokes about the holocaust are anti-semitic. 

That said, jokes have the capability to psychologically hurt people and 
reinforce racist, sexist, homophobic paradigms. Jokes allow people to 
talk about taboo ideas in a socially acceptable way, which can support 
destructive ideologies. Also, jokes provide psychological distance from 
destructive events, which can be a helpful way to cope with trauma, 
but also allows people to laugh at suffering when compassion is really 
what is necessary. For example, Simon Wiesenthal, holocaust survivor 
and author of the memoir The Sunflower, recalls seeing a gallows in 
Lemberg with three executed Jews hanging, with a sign next to it 
saying “Kosher Meat.”3 Although this statement is supposedly not said 
in earnest, the sign offends and disturbs Wiesenthal, as it distances 
the viewer from the plight of the Jews and makes light of a disturbing, 
dehumanizing situation.4

Because jokes can harm people and reinforce damaging social norms, 
jokes should be held to the same moral standard as any other type of 
speech. But there is still the controversial question of when a joke is 
immoral, with hotly debated answers that are often misunderstood by 
“users” and “killjoys” alike.

II. The Offense Trap

Most people have a very simple method to determine whether a joke 
is immoral: if a joke is offensive, it must be immoral. But one cannot 
equate the two terms; an offensive joke is not always an immoral 
one. In fact, offense is neither necessary nor sufficient for a joke to 
be immoral. For example, if a group of racist white people are sitting 
around and telling racist jokes, even if no one is offended, those jokes 
are still immoral. This example reveals that there is more to immoral 
jokes than mere offense, that a joke can be immoral in reinforcing 
harmful social norms.  

But a joke can be immoral even if it has nothing to do with societal 
ills. For example, if someone told a joke meant to hurt another person’s 
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feelings, that joke is immoral. Aiming to hurt someone is unethical, 
and doing so in a purportedly funny manner does not change anything 
about that. But even in this example offense doesn’t enter the equation. 
The joke is immoral because the joker intended to harm, not because the 
butt of the joke felt bad. In this way, offense has no role in determining 
whether or not a joke is immoral. It is only when a joke has the intent 
to harm that a joke becomes immoral. 

But even if we have determined when jokes become immoral, there 
still exist further questions, the most pressing being: who is morally  
blameworthy when an offensive joke is told? The comedian or the audience?

Most argue that comedians are morally responsible for the immoral 
jokes they tell.5 In this framework, the way to avoid telling a joke that 
reinforces negative social paradigms is determined by the context 
in which the joke is told—when telling jokes about race, a white 
comedian telling a joke has a different moral status than a comedian of 
color. Many people develop rules concerning the ethics of jokes based 
on the social status of who tells the joke—a white comedian can’t tell 
derogatory jokes about black people, a man can’t make derogatory jokes 
about women, a straight person can’t make derogatory jokes about 
gay people.6 While this approach seems like common sense, there are 
actually many flaws with this argument, in that it often assumes broad 
similarities between in-groups that may or may not be true, while also 
assuming that people within a group cannot be internally racist or 
sexist or homophobic.

Both the most extreme “users” and the “killjoys” can agree that the audience 
has the biggest say in determining whether or not a joke is immoral, but 
to opposite ends. “Users” contend that the world is a tough place, and 
comedians should not adjust their material to suit their most sensitive 
audience member.7 Instead, the audience should develop a thicker skin 
and learn not to take jokes so seriously.8 Meanwhile, the “killjoys” argue 
that when an audience laughs at an immoral joke, they are endorsing the 
joke’s offensive position and therefore are morally blameworthy.9

In this context, the “killjoys” seem, well, like killjoys—so this position 
is often dismissed as a product of an overly-PC, humorless, liberal 
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academic culture.10 But this position is not as ridiculous as it may 
initially appear; to explain it, we must first consider this question: Can 
a joke be funny and immoral at the same time? 

This answer lies in the different reactions we have to jokes we find 
funny versus offensive: we laugh at jokes we think are funny and groan 
at jokes that we think are disrespectful. Go to any comedy show and 
witness this in action; a recent example is Louis C.K’s monologue on 
the May 16th 2015 episode of SNL, where his jokes about child molesters 
incited more groans than laughs.11 In this way, an audience can tell 
when a joke has crossed the line, and will respond to it by not laughing. 
Therefore, a person’s sense of humor can be tuned and developed to 
suit his or her moral compass.

Humor theorist Robert De Sousa, the ultimate “killjoy,” uses this idea 
to argue that because one does not laugh at jokes they find offensive 
or distasteful, in laughing at an offensive joke a person must endorse 
in some way the offensive position the joke postulates.12 Therefore, 
laughing at an offensive joke is immoral. 

The many philosophers who disagree with this position argue that you 
do not have to endorse an offensive position to find it funny, you only 
need to assume the attitude of a racist/sexist to find an offensive joke 
funny.13 This is evident in the fact that the many people who make 
and laugh at “dead baby” jokes do not actually have a latent desire to 
murder children.14 Rather, they assume the position of a murderer and 
laugh at the joke through that lens.

But this position isn’t logically sound. In order for jokes to be funny, 
they cannot be entirely theoretical—they have to be at least partly 
based in fact. Even absurdist humor is funny only because we have 
a set of ideas about the way the world works and absurdist humor 
defies this set of conventions. In order to find a joke about stereotypes 
or other offensive paradigms funny, it must exist in accordance with 
reality. For example, if someone made a racist joke about how white 
people love oranges, nobody would find this joke particularly funny. In 
this way, jokes need to work in accordance with the way we experience 
the world in order to be funny.
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So if we can decide that jokes must have some sort of basis in reality 
in order to be funny, you cannot laugh at an offensive joke without 
implicitly accepting the truth of whatever offensive position used in 
the joke. However, this doesn’t necessitate that one has to endorse a 
joke’s offensive position to find it funny; one could just believe that this 
attitude exists in the world to laugh at it. To go back to the “dead baby 
joke” example, people can laugh at the dead baby joke not because 
they want to murder babies, but because seeing the world through 
the eyes of a baby-murderer is a funny thing to do. But this becomes 
more complicated with jokes about race, gender, and sexuality, 
because seeing and addressing differences between race and gender 
is inherently racist and sexist. In this way, laughing at jokes about the 
differences between gender and race is immoral, because it reinforces 
the idea that differences between the races and genders exist in the 
world, which is an intrinsically racist/sexist thing to do.

Focusing on the audience rather than the comedian in the quest to 
determine the ethics of humor is actually very reasonable, because, in 
the relationship between comedian and audience, the audience has the 
power. If an audience doesn’t find a joke funny, the comedian will stop 
telling those jokes. If laughter is an implicit endorsement, and there 
already exists a tradition to groan at jokes people find immoral, an 
audience can and should train their sense of humor to be sensitive to 
traditionally oppressed groups.

The “users” argue that this is extreme and damaging, as it would be 
harmful to adjust our perceptions of what is funny to suit the most 
hypersensitive audience members.15 For example, what if an audience 
member had a negative experience with apples, and found any joke 
about apples offensive? In that case, it would be difficult to make jokes 
about any sort of taboo subject, because at least one person would be 
offended by them.16

But this argument rests on the assumption that a joke is immoral 
because it is offensive, which we’ve already established is not true. If 
a joke doesn’t reinforce harmful social norms and doesn’t intend to 
harm anyone, the joke is still acceptable, even if someone is offended 
by it. 
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We need to stop making offense the villain in the discussion of humor 
ethics. Good humor often offends people, and in this way has the 
power to shift the status quo. As Garry Trudeau put it in a strip from 
Doonesbury, humor has the power to “comfort the afflicted by afflicting 
the comfortable.”17 Good jokes are powerful and necessary precisely 
because they can agitate those with comfortable authority, because 
they can offend. Offense is an emotional wallop, and can therefore 
force people to reevaluate their beliefs and see things in a new way.

The power of offense also means we cannot do away with it entirely. 
While offense is by no means the most reliable or important metric in 
joke ethics, it still plays a small role in determining a joke’s morality.  
Since offense is a such a powerful emotion, it can alert people to the 
fact that a joke may be immoral, even when it might not be. Seeing 
someone offended by a joke is like seeing smoke in the woods—it could 
be the beginnings of a forest fire or a signal for help, or it could just be a 
campfire. Similarly, an offended person could signal an immoral joke, 
but it might not. Either way, it doesn’t hurt to check.
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Extranjero en mi Tierra: The Mexican 
Repatriation in the 1930’s

Adriana Contreras-Sandoval

Roberto Aguilar described his family’s sudden deportation in an inter-
view with NPR, recalling “the way that the agents crashed into the house 
... we were put into the trucks, taken to the train station, and then shipped 
out ... from 6 years old all of a sudden I felt like I was 15.” Roberto’s ex-
perience was not unlike many others during the Mexican Repatriation.1

Beginning in 1929 and continuing through the Great Depression, 
roughly one million Mexicans and American citizens of Mexican de-
scent were repatriated from the United States to Mexico. Prior to 1929, 
Mexicans were hired routinely by American companies to work in the 
U.S., where immigration quotas set in 1921 and 1924 excluded Mexi-
cans. This exclusion allowed for large-scale emigration to America in 
the 1920’s. However, the sharp increase in unemployment during the 
Great Depression led to a systematic effort by the United States govern-
ment to deport illegal immigrants. An estimated 60% of the deported 
individuals of Mexican descent were American citizens. Many of theses 
deportations were illegally done through intimidation or force. There 
has been debate over the motivations behind the federal government’s 
repatriation plan. Some historians argue that once the U.S. government 
had no more use for Mexican labor, they systematically targeted anyone 
of Mexican descent, regardless of legal status. Others argue that the gov-
ernment was merely trying to rid itself of illegal aliens who burdened an 
already struggling nation that could barely take care of its own. These 
theorists point to a lack of evidence that the government only targeted 
people of Mexican descent.2 Though the Great Depression provided a 
justification for the deportations of illegal aliens, the Mexican Repatria-
tion was primarily motivated by the perceived inferiority of Mexicans. 
Before the Great Depression, congressmen had already wanted to de-

This paper was written for Ryan Dean’s U.S. History class in the 
spring of 2015. 
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port Mexicans and expressed racist sentiments towards Mexicans, de-
spite their contributions to the American economy.3 During the Great 
Depression, the government passed legislation that targeted Mexican 
workers, prevented them from gaining employment, and used intimi-
dation tactics to drive them out. 

Large-scale use of Mexican migrant labor began in World War I, when 
high wages in industrial labor made agricultural work less desirable to 
American workers.4 Migration restrictions, like literacy tests, were de-
creased or removed in 1918, allowing more migrants to come into the 
U.S. However, agricultural labor shortages would no longer be a prob-
lem by 1930.5 When William N. Doak was appointed Secretary of Labor 
by President Hoover in that year, he was faced with the problem of high 
unemployment. He believed that deporting the illegal aliens within 
the country, whom he estimated to be 400,000 people, would help this 
problem. After hearing this number, Charles P. Visel, coordinator of an 
unemployment relief committee in Los Angeles, asserted that 200,000 
of those illegal aliens lived in southern California. He asked for federal 
assistance for a mass deportation of illegal immigrants, hoping to free 
up jobs for “needy citizens.” The deportations during the repatriation 
had two purposes: to get rid of a few illegal aliens, and to communicate 
a “psychological gesture” to the Mexican community that would “scare 
alien deportables” to Mexico. With Doak’s authorization, federal agents 
conducted raids in public areas within Mexican communities, arresting 
those who could not prove legal entry, and questioning and detaining 
hundreds of people.6 Other similar actions were taken in cities with siz-
able Mexican communities like Detroit, Gary and Chicago, with and 
without federal funding.7 The repatriates would be sent to the border 
with their families in box cars or trucks.8 Both fear and force were used 
to repatriate people of Mexican descent.

The question of whether the government deliberately targeted Mexi-
cans has been debated by historians. Despite presenting the federal gov-
ernment as at least partly responsible for the Mexican Repatriations, 
Eric Ray concludes that the current evidence cannot fully implicate the 
federal government for the unconstitutional deportations; the plaintiffs 
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would have to prove specific conduct of the government that targeted 
people of Mexican descent.9 In their book, Decade of Betrayal, Balderra-
ma and Rodríguez propose that the Mexican Repatriation was a result 
of anti-Mexican hysteria created by the lack of jobs and encouraged by 
the law and government authorities.10 They claim that the repatriations 
were racially motivated. However, historian Benny J. Andrés Jr. offers a 
different interpretation on the repatriation. He argues that when faced 
with “the failure of farm strikes and an influx of competitors for their 
jobs,” some Mexicans voluntarily returned to Mexico.11 He argues that 
the reason behind the repatriations was economic.

There is considerable evidence to suggest that purpose of the repatria-
tion was to deport illegal aliens whose work was no longer beneficial 
to America’s economic health. Prior to the Great Depression, the fed-
eral government began restricting immigration from Europe and Asia 
with the Immigration Act of 1924. However, the act did not affect Latin 
Americans. As an example of a “non-quota immigrant,” the Act de-
scribes “an immigrant who was born in … the Republic of Mexico ... 
and his wife, and his unmarried children under 18 years of age, if ac-
companying or following to join him.”12 Unlike Asians, Africans, and 
Europeans, Mexicans were explicitly allowed to enter the United States 
without any quota to restrict them. If racism motivated lawmakers in 
creating the act, they were able to overcome their prejudices when it 
came to Mexicans. In fact, Mexican immigration was welcomed by 
the agricultural industry prior to the Great Depression. During an ag-
ricultural labor shortage in 1930, the Los Angeles Chamber of Com-
merce “stressed” the “relationship between the reported shortage of 
agricultural labor in California and the decrease for various reasons in 
the number of available Mexican farmhands.”13 Mexicans provided vi-
tal labor during times of prosperity and growth. Their importance to 
the economy was understood. During the Great Depression, the gen-
eral unemployment of the American population meant that Mexicans 
were no longer needed. The migration from the midwest to California 
during the Dust Bowl added 200,000 unemployed agricultural work-
ers.14 The repatriations during the Depression were an attempt by the 
government to secure the economic future of American citizens. Once 



America needed labor again, Mexicans were brought back to Ameri-
ca to work. The 1942 Bracero Agreement between the American and 
Mexican governments allowed Mexico to send contracted workers for 
“agricultural labor employment” within the U.S.15 The fact that Mexican 
laborers were requested when work was needed demonstrates that rac-
ism against them did not affect the government’s decision to allow them 
into the country. The decision to repatriate Mexicans during the Great 
Depression was an economic decision motivated by the well-being of 
American citizens. 

However, while American economic concerns acted as a catalyst for 
the repatriations, the government seems to have had an underlying 
ethnically oriented goal as well. In the enforcement of the repatriation 
program, illegal aliens or Mexican citizens were not the only ones tar-
geted. The legal status of the repatriated did not matter to the govern-
ment when conducting the deportations. More than half of the repatri-
ated were American citizens, many of whom were children leaving with 
their parents. Evidence has arisen that some parts of the government 
were aware of this. A letter from the Mexican consulate general to the 
city of San Diego offers to help repatriate Mexicans “with cooperation 
and aid” of the Welfare Committee of San Diego, which suggests that 
local governments worked with the Mexican government in repatria-
tions.16 After Ruben Aguilar was deported along with his family, de-
spite being an American citizen, he was drafted into the Army to fight 
in World War II.17 By at least that time, the American government was 
aware of American citizens’ whereabouts within Mexico. However, the 
government did not attempt to seek them out before World War II. 
In addition, Mexicans were not given the opportunity to contest their 
deportations, which forced them to live in a country in which their 
children were not citizens. Without citizenship, these individuals were 
unable to get health care or enroll in public schools. Pablo Guerrero, 
a man who was repatriated with his family in 1932, wrote a letter to 
Los Angeles County, stating that he had “worked [his] life since [he] 
was 19 years of age in the U.S. of A.,” and wanted to return “so that 
[his children could] be educated in American schools.” In Mexico, his 
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American children were “not [given] any assistance nor protection,” 
by the Mexican government.18 Despite being American citizens, Guer-
rero’s five children were not allowed to return. Guerrero’s case was not 
uncommon. Most repatriates, including American citizens, found that 
they could not reenter the United States once they left. To say that the 
repatriation mainly affected immigrants would be inaccurate. More 
than half of those deported who had Mexican ancestry were Ameri-
can citizens. In 2006, California officially apologized for its part in the 
Mexican Repatriation Act with the “Apology Act for the 1930s Mexi-
can Repatriation Program” bill. According to the bill, out of approxi-
mately “two million people of Mexican ancestry” about “1.2 million...
had been born in the United States.”19 The large number of American 
citizens repatriated does not indicate that the government only tar-
geted aliens for repatriation. 

It appears that protecting American citizens was not, after all, the pri-
mary motive of the government during the repatriations, and evidence 
suggests that even before the Great Depression, racist perceptions of 
immigrants had overtaken the economic need for cheap labor. Back in 
1920, hearings were held in the U.S. Senate regarding the suspension of 
immigration restrictions from Mexico. Cotton lobbyists attempted to 
convince Congress to free up potential in the labor force. Though they 
were motivated by a desire for cheap labor, their language also suggests 
the feeling of superiority they had over Mexicans. Fred Roberts, Presi-
dent of the South Texas Cotton Growers’ Association, explained that 
since “the negro” now worked in the “North or East,” Mexican workers, 
described as “docile [animals]” filled the void they left behind. Once 
black Americans found opportunities away from the South, the agri-
culture industry needed a new source of labor they could exploit. W.H. 
Knox, president of the Arizona Cotton Growers’ Association, stated 
that the “average peon Mexican” did not mentally develop beyond “a 
12 or 14 year old child.” By comparing Mexican workers to animals and 
children, the cotton lobbyists infantilized Mexicans in order to con-
vince the Immigration Committee that Mexicans could be allowed into 
America without danger. Throughout the hearings, the chairman of the 
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Immigration Committee sought reassurance that the workers would 
not become “a permanent part of the population,” despite any contri-
butions Mexican workers gave to America.20 This sentiment was more 
strongly expressed on the eve of the Great Depression in 1928, when 
Congressman John Box of Texas attempted to impose immigration re-
strictions onto Mexicans, not in order to create jobs, but to protect “the 
American racial stock from further degradation… through mongrel-
ization.” Box’s fear of interracial relationships between people of Mexi-
can descent and white Americans not only demonstrates the perceived 
inferiority of the immigrants, but also suggests that the class system 
that kept white individuals above people of color would be subverted 
through interracial citizens. Box states that an “essential part of the Na-
tion’s immigration policy” is to “keep out the illiterate and the diseased.” 
Box asserted the government’s role in molding society, using Progres-
sive ideals to justify his racism towards Mexican immigrants.21 The ne-
cessity of labor prevented these racist viewpoints from being expressed 
by the government, but once the need for foreign labor disappeared, 
these views were exposed. 

At the height of the Great Depression, immigrants were put under 
harsher scrutiny. The cartoon “Alien Corn” (see Appendix) portrays 
immigrant agricultural workers as threats to both the economy and 
government. In the cartoon, illegal aliens hide within a cornfield repre-
senting American industry, holding papers that say “Strike” and “Over-
throw Of The Govt.” Towering over them, Uncle Sam holds a scythe, 
symbolizing “deportation.”22 Falling wages during the Great Depres-
sion led to a number of strikes, though white Americans participated 
in them as well. The unfounded fears of immigrants overthrowing the 
government was based on purely xenophobic beliefs. 

The history of racism against people of Mexican descent among the 
general population did not begin during 20th century. Mexicans and 
Mexican-Americans have been subjected to racism and segregation 
in America since its founding, including those who were citizens. The 
“social isolation” between Anglos and Mexicans kept them away from 
each other in “all the daily aspects of life.”23 People of Mexican descent 
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were subjected to persecution in a similar way to African-Americans. 
Between 1828-1928, at least 587 Mexicans were lynched by mobs. From 
1880-1930, the rate of lynching was such that in a population 100,000, 
an average of 27.4 were lynched. Mexicans were lynched for as little as 
“courting a white woman,” “refusing to play the fiddle,” or “cheating at 
cards.”24  The racial binary of white and black led to Mexicans being la-
beled as “white” within lists of victims of lynchings. This whiteness did 
not give them any privileges associated with being white in America. 
Through the threat of violence, people of Mexican descent were kept 
from integrating into society. 

The Mexican Repatriation in the 1930’s is part of a larger history of the 
mistreatment of Mexican workers in America. The Bracero Program of 
1942, a diplomatic agreement between the U.S. and Mexico, brought 
Mexican workers back during World War II, though the limitations of 
the Bracero contracts led to illegal immigrants crossing the border. In 
response, Operation Wetback was launched in 1954. To enforce this 
federal initiative, U.S. border agents would apprehend, process and de-
port as many undocumented immigrants as possible, with help from 
the Mexican government in the transportation of these individuals. 
They reported that over a million individuals were deported from 1954 
to the mid 1960’s, though that number is most likely exaggerated. As of 
2014, 11.2 million undocumented citizens live in the U.S., with about 
52% of them being Mexican. Indeed, ideas drenched in anti-Mexican 
sentiment regarding how to prevent and manage illegal immigration 
continue to be debated by political leaders.25 In 2010, the Arizona state 
government passed the Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe Neigh-
borhoods Act, Arizona SB 1070, which required undocumented citizens 
to register with the U.S. government and carry documentation at all 
times. Police were empowered to stop and arrest any individual who 
they had “reasonable suspicion” of being an undocumented citizen.26 
Though this bill drew much criticism, it was only prevented from com-
ing into effect when a federal judge blocked the more controversial 
parts; a diminished version of this law was enacted in 2012. The story of 
this act reflects how Mexican-Americans continue to face discrimina-
tion based on how “Mexican” they look and behave. Indeed, Mexican-
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Americans with darker skin face more instances of discrimination than 
those with lighter skin. And likewise, the more education a Mexican-
American person has, the less likely he or she is perceived to be Mexi-
can.27 The American identity of people of Mexican descent continues to 
be called into question by racist legislation and ethnic profiling. 
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This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced Placement 
U.S. History class in the spring of 2015. 

It’s Not About the Money: The Great 
Depression, Japan, and Franklin Roosevelt’s 
Recognition of the Soviet Union

Davis Rich 

On November 16, 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt formally 
recognized the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which made the 
United States the last of the major global powers to normalize relations 
with the Communist state. The United States had enjoyed good relations 
with the Russian Empire, but broke off relations with Russia after the 
Bolsheviks overthrew the empire in the fall of 1917. For nearly sixteen 
years, the two countries were diplomatically estranged.
 
Woodrow Wilson declined to recognize the new Soviet state after the 
Russian Revolution because the new Soviet government refused to pay 
the debts owed by the previous Russian government.1 Additionally, 
historian John Lewis Gaddis argues that American officials were wary 
of the Soviet Union as an ideological threat, namely because Soviets 
were not shy about hoping to spread Communism throughout the 
world.2 Members of the State Department were concerned with 
religious persecution in the Soviet Union and Communist subversion 
in the United States, so they maintained the entrenched ideological 
opposition to recognition.
 
Though the American government refused to recognize its Soviet 
counterpart from 1918-1933, the two countries maintained economic 
contact in those years, mostly in the private sector. During World War I, 
American factories produced a substantial amount of military supplies 
for Russia.3 Additionally, private American businessmen were very 
involved in trade and investment in the Soviet Union during the 1920s.  
The Republican administrations of the 1920s left businessmen alone  
for the most part, because of the political risk of deviating from the 



popular laissez-faire policy.4 Regardless of the potential economic 
benefits of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union, the anti-
communist ideology prevailed during the 1920s and early 1930s.
 
All of that changed when Franklin Roosevelt was elected president. 
Only a month after his election, senators close to Roosevelt predicted 
that he would “give the matter of Russian recognition…very careful 
consideration,” upon his inauguration.5 In a calendar year, the senators’ 
prediction would ring true. So why did Roosevelt choose to recognize 
the Soviet Union? 
 
Historians Donald E. Davis and Eugene P. Trani argue that Roosevelt 
wanted to recognize Russia in order to expand trade relationships and 
clear up any problems with debts and confiscations.6 The economic 
benefits were clear to Roosevelt and American businessmen—creating 
large-scale trade with a country like the Soviet Union would be a 
significant boost to the American economy. 
 
However, trade was not the only reason Roosevelt chose to recognize 
the Soviet Union. Roosevelt recognized the Soviet Union because he 
was aware of the potential international havoc to be caused by Japan’s 
aggressive foreign policies, and an American alignment with the 
Soviet Union would apply subtle diplomatic pressure on the Japanese. 
Japan’s imperialistic tendencies represented a threat to international 
peace. Because of the Great Depression, Roosevelt could not present 
recognition as a strategic move to increase pressure on a hostile nation. 
As Gaddis argues, Roosevelt’s “chief priority” in his inaugural year in 
the White House was to stabilize the American economy; the public 
could not perceive Roosevelt to be focusing on anything else.7 Because 
of these domestic constraints, Roosevelt had to frame the recognition 
of the Soviet Union as means of increasing trade and investment as well 
as promoting peace with the Soviets.

A Step Towards Recovery
 
Roosevelt believed that formal recognition could bring about more 
successful trade between the United States and the Soviet Union, 
potentially jumpstarting an American economy mired in the Great 
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Depression. The effects of the Depression spread to Europe and beyond, 
but the Soviet Union was exempt. Because Joseph Stalin had opted 
for isolationism—industrializing and building socialism in the Soviet 
Union alone—over internationalism, the Soviet Union was enjoying 
economic success during the depths of the Great Depression.
 
Roosevelt took an early interest in potential Soviet trade, speaking with 
journalist Walter Duranty before the 1932 election. As Duranty recounts 
in his memoir, Roosevelt inquired about Soviet gold production and 
whether the country could successfully pay for American goods that 
it bought.8

An article in the The Washington Post in the fall of 1933 asserted that 
Roosevelt had already decided to recognize the Soviet Union, and was 
now “in the midst of large-scale negotiations to stimulate trade with 
Soviet Russia.”9 Additionally, the article mentions that the Soviet-run 
Amtorg Trading Corporation was preparing to purchase millions of 
dollars’ worth of cotton from Americans through the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation, and that American manufacturers were trying to 
export their overproduced goods to the Soviets.10 Roosevelt orchestrated 
the Amtorg purchase of American goods, employing Secretary of 
Treasury Henry Morgenthau to contact the Soviet corporation.11

 
Lewis Lorwin, an economist at the Brookings Institution, wrote an 
article for The Post discussing the economic implications of recognition 
in November 1933, as Roosevelt and Soviet Foreign Commissar 
Maxim Litvinoff met in Washington. Lorwin argued that recognition 
was another part of Roosevelt’s recovery plan. Many American 
manufacturers were severely compromised by the Depression because 
their once popular products were not selling. Americans could not 
afford a significant investment like a car or household appliances, 
instead staying very frugal with their expenditures. In comparison, 
the Soviet Union “would be glad to purchase large quantities of raw 
materials such as cotton and copper” and could be a recipient of 
overproduced American goods like machinery, metal products, and 
automobile parts.12 The Soviet Union could be an outlet for American 
goods that were simply sitting in the store.
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In recognizing the Soviet Union, Roosevelt opened the door for 
significant business opportunities for American businessmen and 
companies. The move was a sign to Americans that Roosevelt would 
make more than domestic change to reverse the Great Depression, and 
a sign to the international community that Roosevelt was unafraid to 
deviate from previous American foreign policy if it meant benefits for 
his nation.

Appeasing America
 
Because of the immediate attention the Great Depression commanded, 
Roosevelt understood that his agenda in his first year as president would 
be domestic recovery. The American people had lost all faith in Herbert 
Hoover, so Roosevelt needed to prove himself to the American people 
quickly, or risk becoming a lame duck like his predecessor. Roosevelt 
made impressive strides during the “One Hundred Days” at the onset 
of his presidency, but there was still a substantial amount of work to 
do. Gaddis argues that Roosevelt had to portray recognition of the 
Soviet Union as economically motivated, or as Lewis Lorwin said, “…
another step in the recovery plan.”13 In his first year in the White House, 
Roosevelt would be assessed on how well the American economy 
rebounded, not on how well he dealt with a conflict across the Pacific 
Ocean. Political considerations led Roosevelt to frame recognition as a 
necessity from an economic standpoint.

While seeking recognition, Roosevelt not only had to impress the 
American public, he had to mollify members of the State Department 
concerned about the Soviet Union. The State Department’s anti-Soviet 
line had begun in the 1920s under Robert F. Kelley, head of the Eastern 
European Division. Kelley was the leader behind the “Riga Axioms,” a 
firm ideological opposition to Communist revolutionary ambitions.14 
Aside from debts and confiscations, William C. Bullitt and other 
members of the State Department were still worried about “the world 
revolutionary aims and practices” of the Communists.15 As long as the 
Soviets held world revolution as a goal of theirs, recognition was out of 
the question. In addition, Bullitt raised his concerns about the historical 
lack of due process rights for foreigners in the Soviet Union. In order to 
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pacify the State Department, Roosevelt required that the Soviet Union 
never communicate with the American Communist Party. 

In the days following recognition, peace and money were the themes 
surrounding the analysis of Roosevelt’s decision. As Joan Hoff Wilson 
points out, the Roosevelt administration used “economic necessity as 
their public justification of recognition.”16 In a November 19 speech, 
Roosevelt assured an audience of 40,000 in Savannah, Georgia that 
the “most impelling motive” that brought the two countries to reach 
an agreement was “the desire of both countries for peace and for the 
strengthening of the peaceful purpose of the civilized world,” receiving 
“a storm of applause” for his words.17

While Americans perceived Roosevelt’s motivations to be economically 
minded, the truth was that Roosevelt privately perceived something 
much more significant: a struggle for power in the Far East, and one 
that Japan appeared to be capable of controlling.

Pressuring Japan

Roosevelt was aware of the military threat Japan posed in Eastern Asia 
and saw recognition as a way of exerting indirect yet firm pressure 
on the Japanese. Japan’s 1931 advance into Manchuria resulted in an 
international diplomatic fiasco, as the League of Nations could not 
effectively respond to such an aggressive action. A New York Times 
article following the advance of Japanese troops past the Chinese 
Eastern Railway into Northern Manchuria detailed the response in 
Washington: “The reaction in administration circles was typified by 
one official, who, when told of today’s battle, threw up his arms and 
exclaimed: ‘That spills the beans.’”18 Japanese control of Manchuria 
had important implications for the Soviet Union as well; the Chinese 
Eastern Railway, a major mode of transport for the Soviet Union, ran 
directly through Manchuria.19

Roosevelt was privately attuned to the potency of Japan preceding his 
inauguration. At a dinner in January 1933, Roosevelt indicated his 
nervousness about Japan, saying “Japan will be casting her eyes about 
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for new field of conquest…She will move southward…even as far as 
Australia.”20 Roosevelt saw that Japan could cause trouble for the world 
if she continued to expand, and brought up the possibility of war in a 
meeting soon after his inauguration.21

While Roosevelt already had his worries about Japan, the memo he 
received on May 27, 1933 from an American diplomat in Japan, Joseph 
C. Grew, only accentuated his fears. In his memo, Grew makes it clear 
that Japan is not nearly as small and weak as she was perceived:

The Japanese Empire is not a small country, as compared with the countries 
of Europe, at least…. Including the area of “Manchukuo,” which to all 
practical purposes is under Japanese control, the total area of Japan and its 
dependencies is greater than that of France, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, 
Belgium, Netherlands, and Denmark combined. The population of the 
Japanese Empire proper is 90 millions; with that of “Manchukuo” it is 
around 120 millions, or nearly the same as that of the United States…. So 
Japan cannot be considered a small or weak country….22

Grew also described the Japanese people as “extremely nationalistic, 
war-loving, [and] aggressive” and the Japanese armed forces as 
“probably the most complete, well-balanced, coordinated and therefore 
powerful fighting machine in the world today…immeasurably stronger 
than any other.”23

 
Though Japan had illustrated its imperialistic desires, through the 
Russo-Japanese war or through its invasion of Manchuria, much of 
the West was unaware of the global significance of Japan. Then, as the 
Japanese overcame Chinese resistance and secured the entire region of 
Manchuria, Americans began to take note of Japan’s military strength. 
An assessment of Japan’s control of the region indicated good reason 
for the Soviet Union—and the United States—to be wary of a threat to 
international peace. According to Brigadier General Henry J. Reilly’s 
analysis of the situation in Eastern Asia, Japan was in a much better 
position to mobilize than Russia was, thanks to its control over Korean 
and Chinese seaports and its array of railways.24 Reilly also implied 
that many Westerners incorrectly assumed that because the combined 
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military strength of the countries trying to remedy the dispute in Eastern 
Asia was greater than the military strength of Japan, the peacekeeping 
countries could easily resolve the problem.25

Litvinoff and Roosevelt both had Japan’s expansionist ambitions on 
their minds when they met in November 1933 in Washington. Litvinoff 
and the Soviets expected a Japanese attack. “Well-informed persons” at 
the time indicated that Litvinoff would attempt to persuade Roosevelt 
into an agreement regarding Japan during their discussions.26 Roosevelt 
was able to apply his knowledge of the military strength of Japan while 
discussing recognition with Litvinoff. 

Though Roosevelt intended to use recognition to apply diplomatic 
pressure on Japan, he never intended to overtly act against Japan. 
As Beatrice Farnsworth notes, the American public would never get 
behind any aggressive action towards Japan, because it would deviate 
from the American policy of isolationism.27 Roosevelt’s policy was 
exemplified in a diplomatic exchange following recognition. In a memo 
to Cordell Hull in December 1933, American diplomat J. Theodore 
Marriner explained that most Soviet officials expect a Japanese attack in 
the near future. The Soviets asked for 250,000 tons of American railroad 
tracks so they could double-track one of the few railroads they control 
in Eastern Asia—the Trans-Siberian Railway to Vladivostok. However, 
Marriner told the Soviets that the United States would not get involved 
in Eastern Asia, and any impact on the situation “would be confined to 
moral influence.”28

Through recognition, Roosevelt made it clear to the Japanese whose 
side the United States fell on in the Far Eastern dispute. A New York 
Times article described the Japanese perception of the Roosevelt-
Litvinoff meetings. The Japanese expected Litvinoff to “reach some 
understanding which might serve to restrain Japanese ambitions on 
the mainland.”29 According to a Japanese newspaper referenced in the 
Times article, the government was “watching with keenest interest the 
Washington conversations.”30 This subtle action against Japan, coupled 
with the strengthening of the Soviet Union as a result of recognition, 
helped to increase the pressure on Japan. Ambassador Grew, who 
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penned the foreboding memo back home warning of Japanese potency, 
commended Roosevelt’s action, saying “The President has played his 
cards well.”31

Spin Control

In the past century, Americans have always been slow to support 
deals with the Russians or other Communist countries, perhaps out 
of fear of national security. As a result, American presidents have been 
required to tread carefully in making agreements with Communist 
governments, or risk being labeled as sell-outs. When Ronald Reagan 
tried to limit Soviet nuclear weapon proliferation or Barack Obama 
tried to reestablish diplomatic relations with Cuba, both presidents 
had to be aware that public opinion could boil over if they didn’t make 
an appealing, pro-United States deal. Roosevelt knew that Americans 
would be apprehensive of any sort of agreement with the Soviet Union. 
The recognition of the Soviet Union was a lesson in spin control on 
Roosevelt’s part. Wary of being portrayed as a Communist sympathizer, 
Roosevelt presented the recognition agreement as a solid economic 
deal (in order to satisfy businessmen and Americans struggling during 
the Great Depression) as well as a step in the right direction towards 
world peace, and therefore, national security (in order to satisfy the 
general public). 
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Party Division: A Delayed Republican White 
South in Congressional Elections 

Hutchinson Fann

On July 2, 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson sat in the East Room of 
the White House in front of a crowd of politicians, civil rights activists, 
and media, and signed the Civil Rights Act. The bill was the culmi-
nation of months of work; many say it was a defining moment of his 
presidency. And in his ensuing ebullience Johnson would tell the crowd 
surrounding the desk how proud he was that the signing occurred on 
his daughter’s birthday and the ninth anniversary of his 1955 heart at-
tack. But his elation did not last long. Later, in a more somber tone, he 
confided to White House aide Bill Moyers: “We have just delivered the 
South to the Republican Party for a long time to come.”1

Johnson was right—to a degree. Following the 1964 Civil Rights Act 
and to this day, the White South has consistently voted Republican in 
presidential elections, ending decades of “Solid South” support for the 
Democratic Party. But this support for Republican presidential can-
didates did not coincide with support for Republican congressional 
candidates; in fact, it was not until the 1990s, generally known as the 
“Republican Breakthrough in Congress,” that the White South, as a ma-
jority, even supported Republican congressional candidates. New alle-
giance in congressional politics was delayed, but why? 

Often a popular president can carry his party’s congressmen into office 
in what is known as the “coattail effect.” The “Reagan Realignment,” as 
coined by historians Earl and Merle Black, is a popular explanation for 
the final congruence of White South party identification and politics: 
Ronald Reagan, after two successful terms, was the first Republican 
president supported by the White South to have strong enough coat-
tails to carry Senators into office.2

This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced Placement 
U.S. History class in the spring of 2015. 



Nevertheless, underlying Reagan’s visible popularity was the evolution 
of the Democratic and Republican Parties, both of which were undergo-
ing ideological shifts of their own, shifts that initially manifested much 
more clearly in presidential politics. Party division was the primary rea-
son for the gaps between the two “Great White [South] Switches,” the 
first in presidential politics and the second in congressional politics. 
Conservative southern Democratic congressmen, dissenting from their 
national party on divisive issues such as Civil Rights, were able to cling 
to their White South constituencies by appealing to them on a local level, 
deviating from their national party platform. These congressmen also 
wielded the enormous social power of incumbency in the South, allow-
ing them to defeat conservative Republican congressional candidates at 
a time when Republican presidential candidates were already the con-
servative champions of white southerners. Furthermore, Republican 
Party division stalled their congressional takeover of the White South: 
Republican congressmen, as a whole, were not completely aligned with 
their party’s new conservative stance, beginning in the 1960s, keeping 
them from making a strong, unified appeal to the White South until 
1994, the year of Gingrich’s Republican Contract with America. 

A Reagan Realignment
 
Reagan, an ex-Democrat himself, was in many ways more persuasive in 
realigning white southerners to the Republican Party than his Republi-
can predecessors had been. “As a former Democrat,” he said in 1964, “I 
can tell you [that]. . . the leadership of that [Democratic] Party has been 
taking that Party, that honorable Party, down the road in the image of 
the labor Socialist Party of England.”3 When he was running for presi-
dent, his lampooning of the Democratic Party often took a more subtle 
form: one particular advertisement features a soft-speaking Nancy Rea-
gan chastising Jimmy Carter and Democratic Party leadership for their 
“vacillating,” weak foreign policy.4

 
Previously, White South support for Barry Goldwater in the 1964 pres-
idential election had been largely a repudiation of Johnson’s 1964 Civil 
Rights Act; support for American Independent Party candidate George 
Wallace in 1968 put on hold the possibility of a Republican partisan 
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realignment. In fact, Wallace distanced himself from both parties in 
the presidential election: “You can take all the Democratic candidates 
for President and all the Republican candidates for President,” he said 
in 1968. “Put them in a sack and shake them up. . . . Take the first one 
that falls out. . . because there’s not a dime’s worth of difference in any 
of them.”5

 
As Black and Black argue, only successful showings in elected office 
align groups to new parties, leading to switches in congressional vot-
ing. Reagan was the first White South-supported Republican president 
since Reconstruction to have two successful terms; Goldwater was nev-
er elected, and Richard Nixon, while popular among white southerners 
in his 1972 landslide reelection, resigned in disgrace in 1974 follow-
ing the Watergate scandal, preventing a “coattail effect” of his own. The 
“Reagan Realignment,” similar to Carlyle’s “Great Man Theory,” places 
great importance on the influence of a single man, and perhaps right-
fully so: by the end of Reagan’s tenure, 60 percent of conservative white 
southerners identified with the Republican Party.6

 
However, this argument assumes a certain congruity between presi-
dential popularity and congressional voting that, while often true, in 
this case ignores the positions of the very congressmen in question. 
Simply calling the congressional realignment a product of Reagan’s su-
perior political aptitude ignores the changing, internally contentious 
political climate in which Goldwater and Nixon were running. For 
almost three decades, presidential candidates from both parties had 
been arguing for ideals different than those advocated by some of their 
party’s congressmen, particularly those in the South. Underlying Rea-
gan’s visible popularity was a more profound change: the beginning of 
more unified parties. 
 
Party division, in the form of dissenting Southern Democrats, kept 
the White South from voting Republican in congressional elections in 
1964, the year that they first started supporting Republican presidential 
candidates; greater Democratic and Republican national party unity 
finally allowed the congruence of presidential and congressional elec-
tions in the 1990s. 
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Southern Democratic Congressmen Maintain Power

Republican presidential candidates may have dominated White South 
presidential voting, but Southern Democrats until the 1990s still 
reigned in local politics, wielding tremendous local power and quell-
ing the political aspirations of any potential Republican candidates. 
Many Southern Democrats, such as Georgia Senator Richard Russell 
Jr., chose to remain in the party despite obvious, growing differences 
with the national party. These senators, and not simply the failures of 
Goldwater and Nixon, were instrumental in stalling new White South 
party identification. A “southern man of my decided views against the 
modern trend euphoniously labeled ‘civil rights’ had no chance for the 
[Democratic Party presidential] nomination,” said Russell in 1951, 
but he continued to serve as a conservative Democratic Senator from 
Georgia until his death in 1971.7  South Carolina Senator Olin D. John-
ston, in an article published in the Citizens’ Council, the newspaper 
of the white supremacist group known as the “White Citizens’ Coun-
cil (WCC),” gave his “absolute agreement” to the group’s fight against 
racial integration, despite the fact that their methods included mob 
lynching and terror.8 The same party whose northern, national leaders 
were pushing civil rights bills and meeting with Martin Luther King 
had southern members, like Johnston, who were “heartily in favor” of 
groups like the WCC. 

These senators could still be elected and wield local power simply by 
continuing to adopt their views to fit the views of their district, some-
thing impossible for presidents to do. Presidential candidates had to 
take a side on divisive national issues.9 For a party with a constituency 
as diversified as the Democratic Party’s in the 1960s, Democratic presi-
dential candidates could not help but alienate part of their party with 
divisive issues such as welfare, busing, and integration. And at the time, 
the White South constituted a minority of the national party but a ma-
jority of the southern senators’ electorate.

At a local level these Southern Democratic senators were able to quash 
Republican attempts at congressional seats with the power of incum-
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bency. Incumbency, as explained by political scientist James E. Camp-
bell, connotes “ability and experience” to voters, a primary reason why 
senators are often re-elected despite changing national political atmo-
spheres.10 Incumbency often means familiarity, and voters are more 
likely to vote for a familiar congressional candidate. But incumbency 
goes further than just single candidates: in many cases, such as ru-
ral Mississippi, the incumbent Democratic Party had become so en-
trenched in southern society that it was institutionalized, the only ticket 
on which to run.11 After all, the Democratic Party was the traditional 
party of the ex-Confederates, and the southern Democratic senators 
were the ones who had maintained many of the pro-white racial poli-
cies, such as de facto slavery (with sharecropping) and de facto school 
segregation (with opposition to forced busing). 

One might assume that the rising liberalism of the Democratic Party 
would at least sway the thinking of some southern Democratic sena-
tors, and it did. But, further illustrating the power of dissenting Dem-
ocratic Party members, these “loyalist” senators were repudiated in 
Democratic primaries, keeping them from being targets of conservative 
Republican congressional candidates. For, in final elections, what was 
the point of turning to a conservative Republican candidate if there was 
already a conservative Democratic congressmen to vote for, a member 
of the traditional southern party? Gillis Long, widely recognized as the 
South’s most “liberal” Democrat, was defeated in 1965 by a conserva-
tive cousin, Speedy O. Long.12 In 1970, Texas Democratic Senator Ralph 
Yarborough, a staunch supporter of “Great Society” programs and an 
opponent of the Vietnam War, was defeated by Lloyd Bentsen, a more 
conservative Democrat who supported tax cuts and school prayer.13  
Both defeats conveyed the power of conservative Democratic senators 
and their ability to stall the rise of conservative Republican senatorial 
hopefuls, a sharp contrast to national, presidential politics where Re-
publican presidential candidates had already cemented themselves as 
the conservative champions of the White South. 
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A New Generation of Southern Democrats: 
Waning Interest in the White South

To illustrate the role of dissenting Southern Democrats in a different 
way: when they finally loosened their stronghold on the White South, 
both voluntarily and involuntarily, the Republicans found increased 
congressional success. The traditional, dissenting Southern Democrats 
could not evade national politics forever. By 1986, the generation of 
Southern Democrats who had opposed the Civil Rights legislation had 
largely passed on; segregationist Mississippi Senator Jim Eastland, the 
“Voice of the White South,” retired in 1978.14 The Voting Rights Act, 
among other things, had changed the demographics of the Southern 
electorate: by 1986, there was less than a 5% difference nationwide in 
the number of African-American and White voters.15 The end of Af-
rican-American disenfranchisement meant that new Southern Demo-
crats had to cater to a biracial electorate simply to get elected, further 
narrowing the number of traditional Southern Democrats.

Even before this demographic change, the Democratic National Party 
had been working to “reform” the dissenting Southern Democrats. In 
1972 Alabama Governor George Wallace, fresh off his candidacy for the 
segregationist American Independent Party in 1968, ran for president 
on the Democratic ticket. Wallace’s campaign was promising; polls had 
him defeating George McGovern 40% to 23% in national primaries. 
Wallace was substantially more popular in the South, winning over half 
of the party’s vote in the area. Despite the popular support of southern-
ers, however, Wallace only won 19% of the southern delegates’ votes 
from the “reformed” southern Democratic states.16 African-Americans 
made up a much larger portion of the southern constituency than they 
had in 1968, and with them came a “Democratic [Party] insistence on 
more equitable representation [in the South] of minorities, females, and 
young people” that was manifested in a new legion of liberal southern 
delegates. Only one-third of the South’s delegates in 1972 were chosen 
in southern primaries; the rest were chosen at conventions. And these 
new Democratic delegates saw Wallace as “exactly the type of southern 
politician they wanted to repudiate.”17
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The South’s new electorate and the Democratic National Party’s press-
ing influence on the South led to a decline in the traditional, dissenting 
Southern Democrats. By 1986, the voting record of Democratic Party 
congressmen was much more unified; on average, 86% of party con-
gressmen would vote together on any given bill, a substantial increase 
from 70% in 1972.18 Party division maintained a gap between southern 
congressional elections and southern loyalty in presidential elections; 
as conservative Democrats gradually faded from the Senate, the stage 
was set for a “Republican Takeover of Congress.”  

Republican Party Unity: The New Right
 
In July of 1980, American political writer and influential intellectual 
Irving Kristol published an article in the The Wall Street Journal chas-
tising the media’s naive coverage of the Republican Party Convention, 
where conservative Ronald Reagan had officially been nominated for 
president, as a sort of “political spasm,” a “misadventure” somehow 
caused by short term electoral calculations. On the contrary, Kristol 
argued, the Convention was in fact the beginning of an entirely new 
party: “The New Republican Party.”19 And he was exactly right. 

Reagan’s election signified the coalescence of three factions in the Re-
publican Party—the “Fundamental [Social] Republicans,” the “Republi-
can Establishment” (Big Business), and the “Neo-Conservative Repub-
licans”—while signifying the defeat of the “Liberal Republicans,” the 
Rockefeller Republicans. This “New Right” brought together Christian 
values, such as school prayer; conservative social values, “traditional” 
family values; and big business interests, such as decreased regulation. 
To the White South, this new party was simply an extension of the ide-
als of the conservative Republican presidential candidates that they had 
already supported.20

But Reagan’s nomination did not immediately end Republican Party 
factionalism; it simply conveyed, similar to the Democratic Party’s 
continued nomination of liberal presidential candidates, the sustain-
ing power of the party’s new dominant faction. The ensuing decline 
of moderate and liberal Republicans did, at times, happen voluntarily; 
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in 1980, Republican/Independent Congressmen Thomas Foglietta of-
ficially became a member of the Democratic Party.21 But in many cases 
the moderate Republicans fought back, and these dissenters also played 
a vital role in stalling the White South’s move to the Republican Party in 
congressional elections. 

In a 1980 article in the The New York Times, moderate Republicans 
promised to fight the Republican Party’s new conservative initiatives 
by, at times, joining forces with moderate Democratic congressmen. 
“We’ve got to fight as hard as the conservatives fight,” said Senator Low-
ell Weicker of Connecticut.22 But they were fighting a losing battle. New 
York Senator Jacob Javits, the Republican Congressman with the most 
liberal voting record, lost his bid for reelection in 1980. By 1982, only 15 
of the 53 Republican senators in Congress were moderates.23

 
However, these dissenting Republican senators played a vital role in 
stalling the White South’s move to the Republican Party in congres-
sional elections; for what allowed for Gingrich’s 1994 “Republican Con-
tract with America” was its unprecedented widespread allegiance by 
Republican congressional candidates. It was signed by all but two of the 
Republican candidates for Congress. 

Republican Contract with America: Unified, Promised Action
 
Republicans had held national power, presidential power, among white 
southerners since the 1960s, but Southern Democrats continued to 
hold onto the local power that they had wielded since the end of Re-
construction. The 1994 Republican Contract with America sought to 
remedy this discordance. The Contract begins: “We offer a detailed 
agenda for national renewal,” and, at its core, it was a promise of Party 
unity in pursuing the passage of the bills.24 Because the Contract prom-
ised specific action to combat President Clinton’s policies, it success-
fully nationalized the election, overcoming the incumbency barrier in 
the South. Furthermore, the national bills proposed by the Contract 
were in sharp contrast to the purely local power wielded by traditional, 
conservative Southern Democratic congressmen. They provided an im-
petus for white southerners to break tradition and immediately start 
voting for Republican congressmen.
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A pillar of the Republican Contract with America was party unity; 
without a strong, unified majority, promising the passage of specific 
legislation would not have been feasible or persuasive. Dissenting Re-
publican congressmen, then, played a significant role in delaying the 
White South’s move to the Republican Party in congressional elections. 
As moderates and liberals faded from the Republican Party, the GOP’s 
Brookings Party Unity score reached almost a century high 91.8% in 
1995. In 1980, their score was only 77.5%.25 
 
Specifically, the Contract promised, in part, tax cuts, a smaller role for 
government and a crackdown on welfare spending.26 The Contract 
came amidst popular southern protest against Clinton’s liberal policy 
in regards to health care, gays in the military, and abortion. In June 
of 1993, white Southern Baptists “bashed” Clinton and gays at the an-
nual Southern Baptist Convention, fury with Clinton uniting one of the 
most historically tumultuous groups in the nation.27 The bills on the 
1994 Contract with America provided an immediate, promising way 
for the White South to repudiate Clinton and his liberal policies. For 
perhaps first time for many white southerners, congressional elections 
would have visible, immediate ramifications in national politics. 

The White South was able to immediately repudiate Johnson and the 
1964 Civil Rights Act by voting for Goldwater, but party division pre-
vented the Republicans from making a similar, unified appeal to white 
southerners in congressional politics until 1994. 

Enduring Division
 
But unity against a common enemy is quite different from complete 
ideological harmony. The 1994 Contract brought together the “Chris-
tian Right,” economic libertarians, and social conservatives—many dis-
gruntled “single issue” voters looking to combat a particular Clinton 
policy. This Republican coalition has remained to this day, consistently 
voting together against President Obama’s measures. 
 
For this rather awkward coalition, the threat of division is always on 
the horizon. “Economic libertarians and Christian evangelicals, united 
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by their common enemy, are strange bedfellows in today’s Republican 
party, just as the two Georges—the archconservative Wallace and the 
uberliberal McGovern—found themselves in the same Democratic 
Party in 1972,” wrote Harvard Professor Steven Pinker in 2014.28 
 
Perhaps the lesson is that party politics is a series of compromises, of 
brief unity interspersed with division. Civil Rights legislation split the 
previously cohesive Democratic Party; today, actions (or lack of ac-
tions) against the Affordable Care Act are causing rifts between Tea 
Party members and the Republican Party leadership. 
 
And party division has written much of our nation’s history. Dissenting 
party members delayed White South’s move to the Republican Party in 
congressional elections, but such dissention also sowed the seeds for our 
nation’s second party, the Democratic-Republicans. The same men who 
collaborated to draft the Constitution later fought over the Constitution’s 
interpretation. The same men who cavorted in the traditional Demo-
cratic Party later fought and splintered over the Civil Rights Movement. 
 
Where will the next split be? One can only speculate, but in 1964, a year 
of tremendous change for both parties, Barry Goldwater emerged from 
the Republican primary as the winner with only 38% of the popular 
vote, suggesting the party disharmony that would later lead to its new 
conservative stance. Today, a year and a half before the 2016 election, 
no Republican candidate is polling more than 12.5% in early primaries, 
a historic low even at this point.29

 
Another split may be imminent, but one thing appears certain: it will 
not involve the White South, who, excluding Florida, supported Repub-
lican candidate Mitt Romney in 2012 with over 80% loyalty. In the Deep 
South, Republican Party loyalty often exceeds 90% of the population.30

 
After decades of realignment, it seems the Democratic “Solid South” 
has become the Republican “Solid South.” 
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Appendix

In forming my conclusion, I came upon several interesting stories that 
unfortunately did not end up in my paper. Below is a summary of my 
favorite (#28 in the endnotes):

Take an issue, any issue, in today’s politics, and one will likely already 
know what the electoral voting map looks like. Almost like a kid given 
a coloring book with strict instructions, politicians today seem to know 
that the South should be red, the Northeast blue, the Coasts blue, and the 
Midwest a mostly red. One of the biggest assumptions in this paper is 
that the White South always voted as a unit, as a majority, and, while 
there were sometimes differences between the Peripheral and Deep 
South, more often than not this has been the case. 

In a fascinating opinion piece for the The New York Times, Harvard Pro-
fessor Steven Pinker traces this geographical/ideological divide back to 
British settlers of colonial America. The North was first inhabited by 
English farmers and the South by Scots-Irish herders. The very nature 
of these two occupations may have led to the ideological divide: since 
the livelihood of sheep herders can be stolen in a second, the herders 
developed a “culture of honor” with strong retaliation for theft. Farm-
ers, on the other hand, could afford to be “less belligerent.” Perhaps it 
is also, as Pinker proposes, an extension of Hobbes’s theory: without a 
strong government presence, such as the “Wild West” or Old South, 
people are prone to attacking each other, leading to the same type of 
“culture of honor.” 
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Confirming Relativity with a 
Cosmic Ray Detector

Simran Arora and Jessica Fry 

1  Abstract

In the outer solar system, cosmic rays shower a variety of subatomic 
particle matter—atomic nuclei from various elements, electrons, 
protons, positrons, and other secondary particles such as muons. This 
project involved designing and executing a procedure to determine 
the lifetime of a muon and to confirm Einstein’s theory of relativity, 
specifically the concepts of time dilation and length contraction. In 
this experiment, apparatus were calibrated, original code was written 
to calculate the muon lifetime from raw data, and then muons 
were captured at various altitudes for the relativity experiment. 
The experimental muon lifetime was found to be 2.65 μs ± 1.05 μs, 
which has a 21% difference from the accepted lifetime of 2.2 μs. This 
experiment also confirmed Einstein’s theory of relativity. 

2  Introduction

2.1  Background

In the 20th century, Albert Einstein proposed his theory of relativity, 
changing our understanding of time and space. Einstein’s theory 
includes the ideas of length contraction and time dilation. Length 
contraction refers to how an observer views objects moving near the 
speed of light as shortened in length. For example, a farmer observes 
a train traveling at relativistic speeds with a passenger standing on the 
roof of the train. The passenger’s measurement of the train is greater 
than the farmer’s measurement. Time dilation describes how the 
elapsed time between two events is different for observers in different 

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Applied Science 
Research class in the spring of 2015.
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reference frames. The twin paradox is a classic example of time dilation. 
Of a set of twins, one twin launches into space, traveling near the speed 
of light, and the other twin remains on Earth. When the former twin 
returns from space, she will be younger than the Earth bound twin 
because space and time are intertwined concepts; time passes more 
quickly for objects that travel through less space. Time and space are 
related through the following equation: 

invariant 2 = time 2 - space 2

Time is measured by units of meters of light traveled, therefore time is 
seconds = meters/speed of light. Observers in various reference frames 
will measure different values for the space and time difference between 
two given events, however the invariant will be a constant value in all 
frames. Several experiments have been conducted in order to support 
Einstein’s theory. In this project, we will perform a muon lifetime 
experiment to confirm the theory of relativity.

2.2  Purpose

The muon was discovered at Caltech in 1936 by Carl. D. Anderson and 
Seth Neddermeyer. Anderson and Neddermeyer noticed that cosmic 
ray particles changed direction in electromagnetic fields. Electrons, 
being light particles, bent sharply, while other heavier particles, later 
named muons, bent less sharply [3]. In 1937, the existence of the muon 
was confirmed in a cloud chamber experiment by J. C. Street and E. C. 
Stevenson, in which they noticed tracks in the chamber for particles 
with unique ionization densities and magnetic deflections [4].

Cosmic rays are high energy radiation that emanate from beyond 
the boundaries of our solar system. Cosmic rays travel at speeds 
approaching the speed of light and constantly strike the Earth’s 
atmosphere. The rays contain atomic nuclei from various elements as 
well as electrons, protons, positrons, and other secondary particles. 
In 1912, Victor Hess conducted an experiment in which he sent an 
electroscope through the atmosphere in a balloon. He noticed that the 
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electroscope discharged faster as the balloon reached higher altitudes, 
and believed that this was caused by radiation entering the atmosphere 
from all directions [4]. When cosmic rays collide with the nuclei of 
atoms in the atmosphere, pions (π0, π -, π+) are created. Pions decay 
into muons (µ) and muon neutrinos (ν). Muons then decay into at 
least one electron and two neutrinos. 
  

Figure 1: Pion and muon decay Feynman diagrams.

Time dilation predicts that moving muons should have a longer lifetime 
than stationary ones. In the Rossi-Hall experiment, Bruno Rossi and 
D. B. Hall measured muons in relativistic decay. Using the momentum 
and lifetime of the moving muons, they were able to determine an 
average lifetime for muons in the laboratory reference frame [5]. In the 
more detailed Frisch-Smith experiment, Frisch and Smith measured 
the muon density at a high and a low altitude (that differed in height 
by 1907 m). Through comparing the predicted and observed densities, 
they measured the time dilation factor of the moving muons. 

In this project, we recreate aspects of the Rossi-Hall and Frisch-
Smith experiments. We will use a cosmic ray detector to slow down 
showered secondary particles and determine the lifetime of a muon 
in the lab frame. Then, we will capture muons at various altitudes to 
confirm special relativity. Replicating previously seen results is useful 
to the scientific community because it allows the community to obtain 
more accurate numerical values (for lifetime, time dilation factor, etc.), 
employ unique procedures, and teach new generations of scientists 
about the apparatus and theory of high energy physics. 
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2.3  Significance

The theory of relativity has changed how we view our world and explain 
phenomena, and has led to important advancements. Gravitational 
redshift, gravitational lensing (the bending of light in a gravitational 
field), and the role of the laws of physics in various reference frames 
can all be understood through Einstein’s theory [6]. The theory has 
also played a role in the growth of the Global Positioning System 
(GPS). Because the GPS satellites (approximately 20,000 km above 
Earth) experience weaker gravitational forces, their clocks are able 
to tick slightly faster than a clock on the Earth’s surface by a couple 
of microseconds per day. Inaccuracies of this scale would lead to 
practical navigational errors. Because of the theory of relativity, we 
make calculations to correct for any errors [7]. As humans develop 
novel technologies and penetrate further into space, Einstein’s theory 
will help make predictions and explain discoveries. 

3  Design

3.1  Detector

The cosmic ray detector is comprised of a scintillator and a photo-
multiplier tube. The scintillator is made of a thin layer of plastic with 
fluorescent dye in the middle. When a charged particle collides with 
this plastic the fluorescent material absorbs its energy and becomes 
ionized. This causes electrons to reach an excited state. When the 
electrons return to ground state the scintillator re-emits the absorbed 
energy in the form of a photon [8]. The scintillator material is such that 
the emissions leave through its side walls.
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Figure 2: Cosmic ray detector paddle with the scintillator and photomultiplier tube.

These few photons then hit the photocathode of the photomultiplier 
tube. Inside the photomultiplier tube is a photocathode, a plate coated 
with a light-sensitive material with a low work function. Thus, it does 
not take much energy input to excite the ion enough to release an 
electron. This emission of an election due to an incidence of light is 
called the photoelectric effect. The photoelectric effect refers to the 
ejection of electrons from the surface of a metal in response to incident 
light, in this case, the photon from the scintillator. Energy contained 
within the incident light is absorbed by electrons within the metal, 
giving the electrons sufficient energy to be emitted from the surface 
of the metal. This concept of the photoelectric effect won Einstein the 
Noble Prize in 1921 for his 1905 paper on the subject.

These electrons ejected from the photocathode are then channeled 
through a high voltage electric field toward another plate, a diode, 
where each electron produces several more electrons by the process 
of secondary emission. A theory of secondary electron emission 
from metals is based on the Sommerfeld free-electron model. The 
momentum transfer between electrons and their lattice structure 
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scatters more electrons than originally hit. Upon striking the first 
dynode, more low-energy electrons are emitted, and these electrons are 
in turn accelerated by the electric field toward the second dynode. The 
geometry of the dynode chain is such that a cascade occurs, therefore 
exponentially increasing the number of electrons being produced at 
each stage. This multiplication continues through any number of stages 
or diodes (8 to 15) until sufficient current is generated at the anode to 
produce a signal of up to a few hundred millivolts [9].

Figure 3: Diagram illustrating the amplification of a photon into a voltage signal using 
the photoelectric effect through a head-on photomultiplier tube [10]. 

Because of the sensitivity of this material there is frequent electronic 
noise picked up by the photomultiplier tubes that can be caused by 
a small spike in input current. Therefore, by using multiple cosmic 
ray detector plates to detect a coincidence, the chance of all paddles 
having noise at the exact moment is slim to none. This ensures that 
the spikes in voltage are caused by  charged subatomic particles, not 
background noise. This voltage signal is then read by the DAQ board for 
interpretation. In addition, each scintillator is covered with heavy duty 
aluminum foil and layers of black tape and paper. The foil’s reflective 
surface prevents both external light from entering the scintillator and 
photons created by particles from exiting.
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3.2  Data Acquisition Board

The DAQ board provides a logic link between the scintillators and the 
PC. This board reads in signals from each of the paddles and triggers if 
the voltage is above the threshold. The board also determines if these 
triggers coincide across all of the connected scintillators. The DAQ 
board outputs a series of text lines reporting event data: trigger time, 
rising and falling edge times for each pulse recorded, and data from 
the GPS and internal clocks [8]. These text lines are then read in by a 
computer equipped with terminal emulator software.

Figure 4: DAQ board with major components indicated [11].

3.3  Terminal Emulator Software

The terminal emulator software, Z term, sends commands to the DAQ 
board and receives the data outputted by the board. With a series of 
commands, the user can control the board as well as the type of output 
read on the terminal. The software displays the text line output of the 
board and then converts these lines into a text file that can be further 
analyzed. This text output is formatted in 16-word hexadecimal data 
lines. The lines are composed of a timestamp from the on-board clock, 
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the rising and falling edge times of the pulse for each counter, and 9 
words which are ignored because they have to do with the GPS, which 
was not used.

Figure 5: Three sample lines of text file output from the terminal emulator software.

The first sample line translated out of hex into base 10 reads:

Time stamp R0 F0   R1   F1   R2    F2   R3   F3 
104473930 128 0    35 0     32 0 0 0    0    0    0    0    0  8   0

This means that at time 104,473,930 LBS units, there was a rising edge 
for paddles 1 (R0), 2 (R1), and 3 (R2) at 128 volts, 35 volts, and 32 
volts respectively. There were no falling edges because falling edge 1 
(F0), falling edge 2 (F1), falling edge 3 (F2), and falling edge 4 (F3) all 
have values of zero. The other words are irrelevant for our experiment 
because they pertain to GPS.
 
3.4  Data Analysis

After taking in the text file created by the terminal emulator software, a 
computer program was written in Java Eclipse to sift through the lines 
and determine the muon incidences. For the lifetime experiment, if 
a cluster occurs, the program will see if a secondary charged particle 
(assumed to be an electron) hit occurs at a later time in one of the 
paddles, which would most likely mean that a muon decayed in the 
paddle, thus producing an electron. This time difference between the 
initial cluster and the electron hit can be analyzed to determine the 
half life of the muon. For the relativity experiment, the program will 
also detect a cluster with the rising and falling edges of the counter and 
record this number for the allotted time stamp. By determining the 
number of incidences, this program can be run at different elevations 
and the differences between these muon counts can be analyzed. 
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3.5  Voltage Regulator

A voltage regulator was created to consistently provide 5 volts to the 
DAQ board. In case of accidental adjustments to the power supply, 
the voltage regulator ensures that the DAQ board will only receive 5 
volts, thus ensuring the safety of the expensive equipment. This was 
executed using a 5-volt regulator connected to an input voltage from 
a power source. The regulator takes in the current as it goes through 
a resistor in series with a diode (or series of diodes). Due to the 
logarithmic shape of diode V-I curves, the voltage across the diode 
changes only slightly due to changes in current drawn or changes in 
the input, thus effectively regulating the voltage. The regulated voltage 
then consistently outputs 5 volts, which is connected to the power of 
the DAQ board.

Figure 6: Circuit diagram of voltage regulator. 

3.6  Part Connections

The components of the design described in Figure 6 are connected as 
depicted in Figure 7. The three working detectors are connected to 
the black power supply which provides the detectors with 0.3 to 1.8 
volts. The optimal voltages for each detector was determined through 
a plateau experiment (see section 5.3). The black power supply is 
in turn connected to a 12-volt AC wall plug. The detectors are also 
connected to the DAQ board on channels 0 through 3. The DAQ board 
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is also connected with a USB output port to the computer that has the 
terminal emulator software configured. The DAQ board is connected 
to the 5-volt regulating circuit that powers the whole board. The 
voltage regulator in turn is connected to the power supply, which acts 
as a power source drawing in current from the wall plug.

1. Four detectors 4. Computer with terminal emulator software
2. 0.3 to 1.8-volt power supply 5. 5-volt regulator
3. DAQ Board 6. Power supply

Figure 7: Picture of the cosmic ray detector design and set-up. 

4  Theory

This project is based upon the relativity subconcept of time dilation. 
Muons are negatively charged subatomic particles with a spin of 1/2 
and an accepted lifetime of 2.2 µs. These charged particles form as a 
by-product of cosmic ray collisions with atomic nuclei. Muons travel at 
99.3% the speed of light, but even given this relativistic speed, should 
only travel about 655 meters before decaying, which is far less than the 
60,000 meters needed to travel through the Earth’s entire atmosphere.
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D = v x t = (0.993 x 3x108) x (2.2 µs) = 655 m << 60,000 m

With a distance of around 60,000 meters to travel, the proportion 
of muons that are able to shower down to Earth to be observed by 
humans should be approximately 4.0 x 10-28.

half-lives =               d                 =                     60,000 m                    =   91 half-lives
                        (v x lifetime)                  (0.993 x 3x108) x (2.2 µs)

I / Io = (1/2)half-lives = (1/2)91 = 4.0 x 10-28 

But as observed experimentally, about 10,000 muons reach every 
square meter of the Earth’s surface per minute. This creates a paradox 
as presumably very few muons should be able to reach the Earth’s 
surface, but in actuality muon events are quite common. This paradox 
can be resolved with the theory of relativity. While in the Earth’s free 
float frame the muon must travel 60,000 meters, in the muon’s free 
float frame there is no space separation between the muon’s creation 
and its decay. Thus, the proper time between the muon’s creation and 
decay is around 2.85 x 10-5 seconds or 8,550 meters.

y             =          lab time                =                     1           .
              proper time                 √(1-0.993c)

proper time = 2.85 x 10-5 seconds = 8,550 meters 

Therefore, in the muon’s frame it takes 2.85 x 10-5 seconds to reach 
Earth. Therefore, 7.8 x 10-3 percent of muons should be observed on 
Earth when taking into account relativity. 

half-lives      =             d                  =                        60,000 m                    =   7 half-lives
            (v x lifetime)           (0.993 x 3x108) x (2.85 x 10-5 s)

I / Io = (1/2)half-lives = (1/2)7 = 7.8 x 10-3
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This calculation of muons showering Earth is much closer to the real 
number of muon incidences observed on the Earth’s surface, thus 
supporting the relativity principle of time dilation. In this project, 
we will show how the muon density varies with altitude in order to 
confirm the theory of relativity.

5  Results

5.1  Initial Calibration 

As we began our project, we read numerous papers and manuals in order 
to gain a thorough understanding of the relevant theory and apparatus. 
To gain familiarity with the cosmic ray detector, we plugged three 
paddles (A, C, and D) into an oscilloscope. Paddle B had not yet been 
repaired when the calibration tests were performed. The oscilloscope 
displays the voltage signals versus time for the three photomultiplier 
tubes of the paddles in three different colors (Figure 8).

 
Figure 8: Sample oscilloscope reading of an event.
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When the three paddles spiked together, we assumed that an event, 
a collision of a particle with the paddles, had occurred. It is highly 
unlikely that noise or some source of experimental error would cause 
all three paddles to record a spike in their voltages. For these initial 
tests with the cosmic ray detector, the paddles were stacked above 
one another in the order paddle A, paddle C, and paddle D from top 
to bottom. The x-axis on the oscilloscope output represents time. In 
Figure 8, the voltage of paddle A begins spiking before the voltage of 
paddle C, and the voltage of paddle C begins spiking before the voltage 
of paddle D. This is consistent with the assumption that a particle has 
collided with the topmost paddle (A) and then continued traveling 
through the additional paddle layers (C and D). 

A trigger level of approximately -4 volts was set on the oscilloscope. 
Using this trigger, 24 unique events were captured. For every event, the 
peak voltage (maximum amplitude) for each paddle, and time period 
(width of the spike) for each paddle were recorded. A segment of the 
data table is pictured in Figure 9. The entire data table is included in 
Appendix B.  

Figure 9: Sample output of the data table for each event recorded with the oscilloscope.

After recording data for 24 events, histograms were created in order to 
look for Gaussian distribution and determine the mean and standard 
deviation of the data. Six histograms were created for paddle A time, 
paddle A voltage, paddle C time, paddle C voltage, paddle D time, and 
paddle D voltage. Sample graphs for paddle C are pictured in Figure 
10. The graphs for all paddles are included in Appendix C.
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Figure 10: Sample graphs for paddle C’s duration and voltage of muon incidence.
 
5.2  Cosmic Ray Detector Paddle Repair Procedure

In order to perform our experiments, we needed to repair the fourth 
paddle, paddle B. This involved replacing the photomultiplier tube 
and soldering the appropriate connections needed for the paddle 
to function with existing apparatus. Taking a photomultiplier tube 
and square scintillator, the following procedure was used to create a 
functioning paddle. 

1.  Clean the scintillator opening with alcohol

2.  Spread a thin coat of optical grease on the scintillator opening

3.  Orient the photomultiplier in direct contact with the scintillator   
 opening and durably tape the two parts together 

4.  Completely cover the scintillator with heavy aluminum foil

5.  Cover the layer of aluminum foil with thick black paper and 
 tape everything

6.  Crimp 50 Ohm BNC Crimp Jack 4 Pc. for RG174 Cable

7.  Solder power cables
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When using the paddles with the DAQ board, it is important to use 
a 50-ohm resistor for the best results. Each scintillator is covered 
with heavy duty aluminum foil and layers of black tape and paper. 
The foil’s reflective surface prevents both external light from entering 
the scintillator and photons created by particles from exiting. Before 
using the paddle, we performed a plateau experiment to determine its 
optimal functioning voltage. 

5.3  Plateau Experiment

The optimal voltages for paddles A, C, and D were taken from a reference 
paper, and an original design and procedure were created to determine 
the optimal voltage for paddle B (see Figure 12) [2]. The optimal voltage 
represents the voltage at which each paddle records the most rising edge 
counts per unit time while minimizing electrical noise.

The DAQ board commands to obtain the raw data for this experiment 
were as follows:

WC 00 13 //set to measure 2-fold coincidences between channel 0 and 1
WT 01 00 //set the time delay to 4
WT 02 04
WC 03 00 //gate width to 10
WC 02 0A
TL 4 500 //set the voltage threshold to 500 mV
ST 3 3 //measure coincidence rate between A and B for 3 minutes

To determine paddle B’s voltage, we plateaued it against paddle A, 
which had a known optimal voltage of 1.100 V. The voltage of paddle 
B was increased from 0.5 V to 1.5 V in increments of 0.05 V. For each 
increment, recorded values included: paddle B’s voltage, the single 
incidence count for paddle A, the calculated incidence frequency 
of paddle A, the single incidence count for paddle B, the calculated 
incidence frequency of paddle B, the coincidence count for paddles A 
and B, and the calculated coincidence frequency for paddles A and B 
(Figure 11). Data was collected for two one-minute segments at each 
increment and then the values were averaged. 
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Paddle B 
Voltage

Single A 
(Count)

Single A 
(Hz)

Single B 
(Count)

Single B 
(Hz)

Coincidence 
Counts

Coincidences 
(Hz)

0.800V 3463 57.7167 2758 45.9667 566 9.4333

0.800V 3253 54.2167 2589 43.1500 492 8.200

Figure 11: Sample raw data for plateau experiment.

A graph of coincidence frequency versus the voltage in paddle B was 
plotted (Figure 12). The start of the plateauing portion of the graph 
gives the optimal voltage as the number of recorded coincidences 
approaches the actual number of muon coincidences. In this case, the 
optimal voltage was 1.000 V. 

 
Figure 12: Coincidence frequency versus paddle B voltage plateau graph.



Following is a summary of the voltages used for each paddle in the 
lifetime and relativity experiments (Figure 13). 

Paddle Optimal Voltage (V)

A 1.100 V

B 1.000 V

C 1.225 V

D 1.050 V

Figure 13: Optimal voltages for paddles A, B, C, and D.
 
5.4  Lifetime Experiment

The purpose of this experiment was to determine the lifetime of a 
muon. The accepted muon lifetime is 2.2 µs. If the experimentally 
obtained muon lifetime matches the accepted lifetime, it can be 
determined that our cosmic ray detector and data analysis program 
are correctly obtaining results specific to muons, rather than pions or 
some other charged particle. 

To perform the lifetime experiment, we have decided on the following 
paddle geometry to maximize efficiency (Figure 14). Baking soda was 
chosen as the filler material because of its high density: between 1121 and 
1281 kg/m3 [12]. The purpose of the filler material is to slow the muon 
so that it can decay into neutrinos and electrons within this material. 
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Figure 14: Paddle geometry CAD for lifetime experiment.

Figure 15: Photograph of paddle geometry.
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The DAQ board commands to obtain the raw data for this experiment 
were as follows:

WC 00 0F //record single coincidences
WT 01 00 //set the time register to D = 40 nanoseconds
WT 02 02   
WC 02 02 //set gate width to 400 nanoseconds
WC 03 00
TL 4 500 //set threshold values for recording data to 500 millivolts

After running the cosmic ray detector for approximately 24 hours, the 
raw data was run through lifetime analysis code. The program begins 
by reading in each line of the inputted Z-term file and saving it in the 
following data structure (Figure 16). 

 
Figure 16: Data structure to save the text file.

The photomultiplier tubes send voltage signals to the DAQ board, which 
interprets the signals and outputs a 16-word text line (Figure 5). In the 
code, a single line is separated into 16 strings. The 16 strings are saved in 
an array of length 16. The string array variable is called “sentence.” Each 
string array, representing a new timestamp of data from the DAQ board, 
is saved in an array list. The array list variable is called “paragraph.” Array 
lists were used because their sizes are not predetermined. 
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The DAQ outputs words in hex, or base 16. Once the text file is saved 
in the data structure (Figure 16), all the data is converted from base 16 
to base 10. The base 10 values are saved as Integers in Integer arrays 
of length 16, called “btsentence.” The Integer arrays are saved in an 
array list called “btparagraph.” This process results in an analogous 
data structure (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Converted data structure from base 16 Strings to base 10 Integers.

To perform the lifetime experiment, the code looks for a spike in the 
rising edge of paddle A, then in the rising edge of paddle B, and then 
the rising edge in either paddle C or D because the electrons produced 
by the decaying muon can spurt out at any angle. Taking the converted 
array lists, the program looks for a rising edge in paddle A. If found, 
the program saves the timestamp of the rising edge as a temporary 
variable. It also begins looking for a rising edge in paddle B starting 
from the timestamp of the rising edge of paddle A. While the time 
is still within range, the program steps through additional data lines. 
If the program sees a falling edge in paddle A before a rising edge in 
paddle B, the incidence does not reflect a muon event. If instead the 
program sees a rising edge above threshold “THRESHOLD_R1” in 
paddle B (no a falling edge in paddle A), then the program begins to 
analyze paddle C and D. If a rising edge is found in either C or D, it 
means that a muon has gone through paddle A and B, decayed within 
the baking soda, and the resulting electrons were captured by paddle 
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C or D. The timestamp from either paddle C or D is then recorded. To 
calculate the lifetime of this particular muon, the timestamp of paddle 
B is subtracted from paddle C or D. This time is then converted into 
microseconds and recorded. The conversion is 24 nanoseconds per 
each time unit. See Figure 18 for a graphic of this code.

Figure 18: Diagram of code for lifetime experiment.
 



From 24 hours of running the cosmic ray detector, the program 
determined there were 276 muon events that decayed within the cosmic 
ray detector. The 276 lifetimes obtained from the program were then 
binned in the R application with the following commands (Figure 19). 
 

Figure 19: R code to parse data.

Figure 20: Histinfo output with 0.5 bin μs bin size.

Then a table was created that contained the measured muon decay 
binned time and the counts of lifetimes within each of these decay time 
bins. A graph of the number of muon decays versus decay time was 
plotted with a chosen bin size of 0.2 µs (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21: Muon lifetime exponential model of muon count versus measured 
decay time. 

The muon’s time of flight before it entered the detector is of no concern. 
Though decay time is not the entire lifetime, plotting the number of 
decays as a function of decay time results in the same exponential 
decay [8]. Thus from the graph, the exponential decay function of a 
muon can be derived. The equation for this exponential graph is N(t) 
= N0 × e -t/Γ + C where Γ is the mean lifetime.  The experimental muon 
lifetime is ln(2)/t and t is obtained through an exponential curve fit 
model. 

N(t) = N0 × e -t/Γ + C
N0 / 2 = N0 × e -t/Γ + C
ln(1/2) = ln(e -t/Γ + C)
ln(2) = Γ

The equation from the graph was y = 33.45 × e -0.2480 x - 8.783. The 
experimental muon lifetime from this data was determined to be 
2.65 µs ± 1.05 µs. For each bin, the error bars were calculated by 
taking the number of muon counts ± the square root of the number 
of muon counts. 
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Statistical and systematic error values were calculated based on the 
lifetime data. The statistical error is the standard error for the obtained 
“t” value in the previous equation above (0.2480). The Graphical 
Analysis application calculated the standard error for the “t” value to 
be ± 0.1725. This is the equivalent of a ± 1.05 µs statistical error from 
the experimental muon lifetime of 2.65 µs. Further, the bin size of 0.5 
µs was chosen because it provided an appropriate amount of degrees 
of freedom for the exponential model (18 degrees of freedom). To 
correct for errors from choosing just one particular bin size, lifetimes 
were calculated from four different bin sizes (0.05 µs, 0.1 µs, 0.2 µs, and 
0.5 µs). A percent difference for each of these experimental lifetimes 
from the accepted muon lifetime of 2.2 µs was calculated (Figure 22). 
The average percent difference was used to determine the systematic 
error in our muon lifetime. The average percent difference was 25.55%, 
which correlates to a systematic error of ± 0.5613 µs.

Figure 22: Lifetime values were obtained for various bin sizes. The table above includes 
the bin size used, the ‘t’ value from the equation N = Noe-t/τ, the calculated lifetime 
based on this value (ln(2)/t), and the percent difference from the accepted muon 
lifetime of 2.2 μs. The average percent difference is used to determine the systematic 
error in our experimental muon lifetime.  

There are sources of error in the lifetime experiment. If electrical noise 
led to a coincidence in the paddles, this would result in a false muon 
incident. A background experiment can be used to correct for this source 
of error. Through comparing the rising edge frequency for each paddle 
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individually to the four-fold coincidence frequency for all paddles 
together, we can determine the probability of electrical noise causing 
a false muon incident. While we collected data for this background 
experiment, we ran out of time to complete the calculations. 

5.5  Relativity Experiment

The purpose of this experiment was to confirm Einstein’s theory of 
relativity. In order to achieve this goal, the following scintillator 
geometry was used to capture fourfold muon coincidences at varying 
altitudes (Figure 23). 

                    
Figure 23: CAD of stacked paddle geometry for counting incidences. 
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Figure 24: Physical paddle geometry and mobile relativity experiment set-up.

The relativity experiment was conducted on Mt. Hamilton in San Jose. 
Mt. Hamilton is around 1280 meters in altitude. Without the theory 
of relativity, one would expect an initial population of muons to be 
reduced to dramatically over the 1280 meter interval. Because of the 
relativistic speeds of muons, in reality more of the initial amount of 
muons can be seen in a change of altitude of 1280 meters. To prove 
this, data was collected at 150 meter intervals up Mt. Hamilton. At each 
elevation, the cosmic ray detector was run for 15 minutes ±10 seconds 
and data was then parsed through code to determine the number of 
fourfold coincidences.

The DAQ board commands to obtain the raw data for this experiment 
were as follows:

WC 00 3F //record four fold coincidences
WT 01 00 //set the time register to D = 40 nanoseconds
WT 02 02   
WC 02 05 //set gate width to 100 nanoseconds
WC 03 00
TL 4 500 //set threshold values for recording data to 500 millivolts
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First, the program searches through each line of the text file until it 
reaches a place where the rising edge of paddle A is above a threshold 
value “THRESHOLD_R0”. After seeing a rising edge for paddle A, the 
program begins searching for a rising edge in paddle B. While the time 
is still within range, the program steps through additional data lines. 
If the program sees a falling edge in paddle A before a rising edge in 
paddle B, the incidence is deemed complete. The program does not save 
anything for those text files and loops back to look for new rising edge 
in paddle A. If instead the program sees a rising edge above threshold 
“THRESHOLD_R1” in paddle B (no falling edge in paddle A), then the 
program begins to analyze paddle C. Paralleling the previous process, 
while the time is still within the time range, the program continues 
stepping through data lines. If a falling edge is found in either paddle 
A or paddle B, the incidence is deemed complete. The program does 
not save anything for those text files and loops back to look for new 
rising edge in paddle A. If instead the program sees a rising edge above 
threshold “THRESHOLD_R2” in paddle C (no falling edges in paddle 
A or B), then the program begins to analyze paddle D. Paralleling 
the previous process, while the time is still within the time range, 
the program continues stepping through data lines. If a falling edge 
is found in either paddle A, paddle B, or paddle C, the incidence is 
deemed complete. The program does not save anything for those text 
files and loops back to look for new rising edge in paddle A. If instead 
the program sees a rising edge above threshold “THRESHOLD_R3” 
in paddle D (no falling edges in paddle A or B or C), the incidence 
is deemed four-fold and thus complete. The timestamps for paddles 
A, B, C, and D are saved in their respective array lists (“motifOne,” 
“motifTwo,” “motifThree,” “motifFour”). This process is diagrammed 
in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Diagramming how the program extracts incidences.
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Next, the program creates an incidence array list called “incidence”. 
The array list contains arrays representing fourfold muon events. From 
this array list of fourfold incidences, the program counts the number 
of coincidences and calculates the muon flux using the elapsed time 
from the time stamps. From this code, the frequency of fourfold muon 
coincidences per elevation was obtained (Figure 26).

Altitude (m) Frequency of a 4-fold Paddle Coincidence (Hz)

120 4.555

330 5.054444444

427 2.981111111

636 5.014444444

766 5.202222222

940 5.148888889

1087 5.948888889

1282 5.776666667

Figure 26: Table of altitude vs. frequency of 4-fold coincidences.

In order to compare this data to the expected flux at each of these 
points, the decay model found in the lifetime experiment was used. 
To calculate flux at varying altitudes without relativity, the highest data 
point at 1282 m was used as the baseline for the calculation. Thus, the 
N0 (initial flux) was set to be 5.7766 Hz and the initial altitude was 
chosen to be 1282 m. The change in distance the muon experienced 
can be written then as (1282m - d1). 

N(t) = N0 × e -t/Γo + C
Γ0 = 2.7 μs
N0 = 5.7766 Hz
t = v/Δd
d0 = 1282 m
v = .993 × c
N(d) = 5.7766 × e - [(1282 - d1)/vΓo]
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The flux was also calculated at varying altitudes taking into account 
relativity. Because the time dilation experienced by each subatomic 
particle is different given their individual relativistic speed, each 
particle has a particular time dilation factor. A muon’s time dilation 
factor γ is 8.8 given by the equation:

γ = 1 / √(1-v2)

This time dilation factor can be multiplied by the experimental lifetime 
of a muon in order to derive the muon’s lifetime within its own frame. 

Γr = ΥΓ0 = 8.8 × 2.7 μs = 23.79 μs

To personify the muon, as the muon is showering down to Earth at 
0.993 percent the speed of light, it sees its own lifetime as 23.79 μs 
in its individual reference frame. Observers on the ground that are 
not moving at relativistic speeds, experience the muon lifetime as 
the accepted value of 2.2 μs because the observers are in a separate 
reference frame. 

Thus, the same decay equation can be used, except in this permutation 
taking into account relativity, the lifetime of a muon is 23.76 μs.

Nr (t) = N0 × e -t/Γo + C

Γr  = 23.79 μs
N0 = 5.7766 Hz
t = v/Δd
d0 = 1282 m
v = .993 × c
N(d) = 5.7766 × e - [(1282 - d1)/vΓr]
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By applying this equation to every altitude, two calculated fluxes 
were obtained for each altitude, one without relativity and one taking 
into account relativity. These calculated and experimental values are 
organized into the data table below (Figure 27).

Altitude (m) Experimental 
Flux (Hz)

Calculated Flux 
without Relativity (Hz)

Calculated Flux  
with Relativity (Hz)

1282 5.7766 5.7766 5.7766

1081 5.9489 4.242 5.577

940 5.148 3.361 5.431

766 5.202 2.552 5.263

636 5.014 2.077 5.141

427 2.981 1.492 4.951

330 5.054 1.279 4.865

120 4.5 0.917 4.684

Figure 27: Table of experimental and calculated muon flux with and 
without relativity. 

By graphing these expected and experimental fluxes, Figure 28 was 
obtained. At each altitude, there were around 4,500 fourfold muon 
events recorded which allowed for an error of ± 7%, a fairly precise 
measurement of flux. Using these error bars for our experimental flux, 
the calculated flux values without relativity were not captured in any of 
these error bars besides the base point on which the calculations were 
made. This makes it highly unlikely, given our data, that relativity does 
not exist. Conversely, 8 out of 9 of the calculated flux with relativity fit 
within the error of our data. This leads to the conclusion that Einstein’s 
theory of relativity holds. Thus, our experiment reconfirms relativity.
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Figure 28: Muon flux versus altitude of experimental, calculated with relativity, and 
calculated without relativity data. 

To improve the reliability of our results, radiation stability was observed 
at each altitude. Extraneous radiation could potentially cause false 
muon incidences, affecting the muon flux value. At each altitude, it was 
determined that there were no significant spikes or changes in radiation. 
Furthermore, each of the four scintillators had a constant surface area and 
they were consistently arranged in the same stacking order: A, B, C, and 
D (from top to bottom). At each altitude, data was recorded for enough 
time to obtain approximately 4000-5000 muon events. This number of 
muon events ensures a smaller statistical error value. Statistical error is n 
± √n, where n is the number of independent events. 

As shown in Figure 28, the experimental muon flux calculated at 427 
m is an outlier. There are a few sources of error in this experiment. The 
paddle orientation angle was not held constant. Different directions 
could have resulted in various amounts of incoming cosmic rays. 
Furthermore, the experiment was conducted between 7:00 AM and 
4:00 PM, therefore the muon flux would have naturally changed based 
on the time of day and sun placement. Finally, the cosmic ray detector 
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collected data for approximately 15 minutes ± 10 seconds at each 
altitude. Flux is inversely proportional to the time of data collection, 
so variations in time could have created minor errors. 
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8  Appendices

8.1  Appendix A: Part List

Part Description Purpose Cost

Cosmic Ray Detector Captures showered secondary particles no cost

Photomultiplier Tube Amplifies charge from electrons and 
outputs a voltage signal

no cost

Oscilloscope Obtains range values for the average 
event voltage signal and time length; 
data will be used in coding

no cost

DAQ Board Interprets voltage signals from the 
Cosmic Ray Detector and output data 
to the Z-term application

no cost

R Studio Application Creates histograms with and statistical 
values for the oscilloscope data

no cost

Z-Term Application Communicates with the DAQ board no cost

5 Volt Voltage Regulator Inputs power for the DAQ board no cost

BNC Connector Connects new photomultiplier tube $8

Cobra Battery Inverter Powers portable relativity experiment $25

13 Boxes of Baking Soda Dense filler material for 
lifetime experiment

$11
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8.2  Appendix B: Data for Events Captured Using Oscilloscope  
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8.3  Appendix C: Histograms for Data Obtained Using the Oscilloscope
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Magnus Effect RC Sailboat

Jackson Wagner 

1  Abstract

In this project an operational remote-controlled sailboat was 
constructed, which, instead of a traditional sail, has a rotating cylinder 
that creates a similar lift effect. The rotating cylinder creates a force 
in the presence of wind, which is used to drive the boat forward. This 
force is due to the Magnus Effect. The Magnus Force is derived from a 
combination of the Bernoulli Effect and conservation of momentum. 
The rotating cylinder interacts with the external wind, slowing the 
wind down on one side of the cylinder and speeding it up on the other 

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Applied Science 
Research class in the spring of 2015.



side. This creates a low-pressure region on one side of the cylinder and 
a comparatively high-pressure region on the other. Because of this 
pressure differential across the cylinder, the boat experiences a net 
force. The cylinder also works to deflect the wind, bending it slightly 
in its direction of rotation. This spray of air also contributes to a net 
force on the boat due to conservation of momentum. The boat is a 
catamaran in which each pontoon is equipped with a rudder that can 
be remotely controlled. The rotating cylinder can also be turned on and 
off via remote control. In order to ensure that the cylinder functions 
properly to move the boat forward, a wind sensor was designed using 
a wind pennant, a magnet, and a hall chip. The sensor determines the 
direction of the wind and directed current through the motor so that 
the cylinder spins in the direction that produces forward motion. 
 
2  Introduction

The idea to use the Magnus Effect as a means of propulsion was first 
envisioned by the German engineer Anton Flettner. Flettner designed 
tall, rotating pillars that would take the place of sails on ocean-bound 
ships. These pillars created a force perpendicular to the direction of 
the wind as prescribed by the Magnus Theory. A kiel beneath the water 
used a conventional lift technique to translate this force into forward 
motion. In 1925 the first ship of this sort set sail across the North Sea. 
It was named Buckau. The rotor-sails allowed for the vessel to sail at 
angles much closer to the direction of the wind than had been possible 
with its former conventional rig. The technology would prove so 
effective that starting in 1926 other ships would use it to traverse the 
Atlantic ocean.  

In the 1930’s, Flettner decided to take his technology to the air. He 
constructed an airplane that had cylinders that could rotate in the 
place of wings, producing a force perpendicular to the direction 
of motion, just as the pillars on his ships had done [1]. At the time 
the technology did not prove practical, so the concept was quickly 
discarded. Instead of using the cylinders for propulsion as in the boat, 
these rotating cylinders provided an upward force to lift the aircraft 
into the air by creating a pressure differential on different sides of the 
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cylinder (according to Bernoulli’s law) and due to turbulent air thrust 
downward by a frictional attraction between the air and the cylinders.

Figure 1: Free body diagram of rotating cylinder experiencing Magnus Effect [2].

The Magnus Effect on a cylinder rotating in the counterclockwise 
direction under the influence of an apparent wind velocity to the left 
creates a net force in the upward direction. 

In recent years the validity of the Magnus Effect as a means of creating 
lift for aircraft has been reevaluated. A company called iCar101 has 
envisioned a new aircraft the size of a car capable of traveling more 
than 1000 km at a speed of 280km/hr. This design exploits the Magnus 
Effect to deliver the lift needed for liftoff in a much more compact 
vehicle than was ever possible before [3]. New drone designs also 
employ the Magnus Effect as a means of achieving low-speed flight 
and increased stability [4].
 
This means of creating lift is so interesting to explore because as of now 
Magnus Effect technology is in mostly uncharted waters, so to speak. 
Rumors of increased efficiency, better stability, higher sailing angles 
for sea craft and increased lift make me excited to further explore this 
technology and hopefully expand its horizons. With “drone fever” 
currently infecting the first world, I can imagine a myriad of ways that 
the Flettner wing could be used to solve engineering problems. Be it in 
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street level air navigation, package delivery, or efficient crop dusting, 
the Flettner wing has the potential to contribute to the solutions of our 
current challenges in aviation. Through the process of building a boat 
powered by the Magnus Effect, I will be able to evaluate the potential 
of this mode of lift creation.

3  Theory

3.1  Theory Concepts

3.1.1  The Magnus Effect

The Magnus effect predicts that a rotating, cylindrical object moving 
through a fluid will experience a force perpendicular to the direction 
of motion, such that 

Fm =  LρG(v x w)/(w)

where ρ is the density of the fluid, G is the vortex strength in (m^2/s), 
v is the apparent velocity vector of the fluid as experienced by the 
cylinder, L is the length of the cylinder, and w is the angular velocity 
vector of the cylinder. The following equation describes G [5]. 

G = 2πrw

In this equation r represents the radius of the cylinder. 

This effect can be rationalized using both Bernoulli’s Principle and the 
law of conservation of momentum. 
 
Bernoulli’s Principle states that the pressure a fluid exerts decreases as 
its velocity increase according to the equation:

P + pgy + 1/2 * pv2 = constant 

Assuming a constant altitude, it is evident that as v increases, P will 
decrease accordingly. In the case of a rotating cylinder traveling 
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through the air at a velocity v, the flow of the air over the cylinder is 
affected by the cylinder’s rotation due to frictional interference. Thus, 
air flowing over the side of the cylinder—which is traveling in the same 
direction as the apparent wind—is sped up, while the air traveling 
around the cylinder on the opposite side experienced an inhibition of 
flow and is slowed down. 

Figure 2: Airflow around rotating cylinder [6].

In Figure 2 a pressure differential is created across the cylinder, as the 
speed of the fluid passing over the top of the cylinder is reduced by 
the rotation of the cylinder while the fluid speed is increased over the 
bottom, creating a net downward force assuming the cylinder is fixed. 

With air traveling faster on one side of the object than the other, a 
difference in pressure is produced, creating a force towards the side of 
greater airflow [6].
 
Conservation of momentum also contributes to the Magnus Force. Due 
to a frictional attraction between the surface of the spinning object and 
the fluid that surrounds it, fluid traveling over the side of the object 
that is spinning “sticks” to the surface, altering its path. After it passes 
the object its velocity is directed slightly downward or towards the axis, 
which marks the center of the object in the horizontal plane. 
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Figure 3: Air velocity vectors before and after encountering cylinder [6]. 

In Figure 3 the velocity vector of the portion of the fluid that passes 
over the top of the cylinder is redirected slightly downward due to a 
frictional interference.

The law of conservation of momentum states that in a closed system the 
initial momentum equals the final momentum where momentum of P 
= mv. In this closed system comprised of air and the rotating cylinder, 
the initial momentum in the Y direction is zero, as neither the cylinder 
nor the air is moving up or down. However, after the air passes over the 
cylinder, its velocity is altered so that it is directed slightly downward. 
This downward momentum of the air is compensated for by an equal 
and opposite momentum of the rotating object in the positive Y 
direction, contributing to its lift. 

3.1.2  The Electric Motor

In the boat an electric motor is used to spin the cylindrical sail and 
create forward thrust. At the core of these motors is the theory of 
electromagnetism. 
 
In order for an electric motor to spin, the rotor must experience a 
torque delivered by the stator. Once experiencing a torque, the rotor 
will accelerate angularly according to the equation:

ΣT = Iαvector

where T is the net torque, I is the moment of inertia, and α is the angular 
acceleration. In order to create a torque, a force must be applied at a 
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distance r from the pivot point, so that 

ΣT = Fvector x rvector

In the case of the electric motors used in this boat, the stator is comprised 
of a series of permanent magnets with each of their magnetic fields 
emanating inwards towards the rotor. The rotor is armed with wire coils 
acting as electromagnets. By manipulating the direction of the current 
through the electromagnets by using a brush and taking advantage of the 
attraction of opposite magnetic poles and the repulsion of like magnetic 
poles, the motor creates a consistent and positive net torque in the same 
direction, and thus a positive angular acceleration. 
 
When current runs through a straight wire, an electric field is created. 
This field runs in concentric circles around the wire in the direction 
prescribed by the right hand rule, where the current is the direction of 
the thumb and the curling of the fingers is the direction of the electric 
field. The strength of such a field can be described using the equation:

B = μ0I/(2π*r)

B represents the magnitude of the magnetic field, μ0 the permeability 
constant, I is the current running though the wire, and r is the radius 
from the wire at which the magnetic field is being measured. 
 
When a wire is coiled into what is known as a solenoid, the magnetic 
field it produces is compounded so that the total magnetic field behaves 
somewhat like a bar magnet with a north pole at one end of the coil 
and a south pole at the other end. The direction of the magnetic field 
can be determined using the right hand rule, where the curling of the 
fingers represents the direction of the current through the wire and the 
direction of the thumb represents the direction of the magnetic field 
produced by the solenoid. The magnitude of the magnetic field of a 
solenoid can be described using the following equation: 

B = μnI
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n is the number of coils per unit length and I is the magnitude of the 
current that runs through the solenoid [7]. 

3.1.3  The Gear Box

Mechanical advantage can be achieved through a gear box by exploiting 
conservation of energy. In a system of gears, the work put into the 
system by the motor is equal to the work output of the axel. Because 

W = F*d = T*θ

the equation for mechanical advantage can be deduced to be:

M.A. = Fout/Fin = Din/Dout

In a system of gears, d is equivalent to the distance that the force is 
applied along the circumference of the gear. Each linked gear has an 
equivalent tangential velocity. However, since the radii of the gears 
vary, the angular velocities of the gears vary as well. Gears with larger 
radii have lower angular velocities, according to the equation:

Vtangential = w*r

Thus, through a manipulation of gear radii in a gear box, the ideal 
combination of torque and angular velocity in spinning the cylindrical 
sail can be achieved. 

3.1.4  The Buoyant Force

The boat is given the ability to float by the buoyant force, the upward 
force that counteracts mg when water (or any other fluid) is displaced. 
The buoyant force is given by the equation:

Fb = pvg

where p is the density of the fluid being displaced, v is the volume of 
the fluid displaced, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. In order 
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for the boat to float, mg must equal pvg for water before the boat is 
completely submerged. 

3.1.5  Hall Sensors
 
The hall sensor works by producing a voltage when in the presence of 
a magnetic field. This Magnus Effect RC Sailboat takes advantage of 
this fact in order to sense the direction of the wind and thus determine 
which direction the cylinder is spinning. When moving charges are 
not in the presence of a magnetic field, they continue in a straight path. 
However, when they are exposed to a magnetic field that is not parallel 
to the direction of motion, the charges experience a force. This force is 
determined by the equation, FB = qvBsin(θ), where q is the magnitude 
of the charge in coulombs of the moving charge, v is the velocity of 
the charge, B is the magnitude of the magnetic field and θ is the angle 
between the velocity vector and the magnetic field. When this force 
is applied to current through a conductor, the conductor becomes 
polarized so that charges of one type accumulate on one surface of 
the conductor and an equal and opposite net charge accumulates on 
the opposite face of the conductor. This separation of charges creates 
a potential difference. In the hall chip, when this potential difference 
exists, current flows through the output wire. When it does not exist, 
as it is not in the presence of a magnetic field, current flows as usual 
to ground.
 
The hall chip is used to trigger a relay component on and off. The relay 
is composed of a wire coil on one end, and two switches on the other. 
When current runs through the coil, the relay is on. This creates a small 
magnetic field, as this coil is a solenoid just as the electromagnets are. 
When the relay is in the on position, this magnetic field pushes the 
two switches away from it, because the switches are made of magnetic 
reeds, forming one set of electrical connections. The magnetic reeds are 
repelled because the north pole of each reed faces the north pole of the 
internal electromagnet when it is on. When no current flows through 
the coil and the relay is off, the magnetic reeds are not pushed away, 
so they snap back into their base position so as to restore the natural 
shape of the reeds and form two different connections. Using the two 
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internal switches of the relay, the current through the electromagnets of 
the motor can be reversed, changing the motor’s direction of rotation.

3.2  Theory Applied

3.2.1  Gear Box Calculations

The electric motor achieves an angular velocity of 3100 rpm. The gear 
mounted to the motors shaft has a diameter of 3 cm. The gear mounted 
to the the rotating cylinders axle has a diameter of 10 cm. Thus we can 
solve for the expected angular velocity of the rotating cylinder.

Vtangential = w*r
w1*r1=w2*r2

(3100 rpm)(1.5 cm)=(w2)(5cm)
(w2)=930 rpm

The effective torque ratio of the gearbox can also be determined using 
conservation of energy and the equation

W = F*d = T*θ
Wmotor = Wcylinder axle

Tmotor *(3100 rpm) = Tcylinder axle *(930 rpm)
(Tcylinder axle)/(Tmotor) = 3.333

This increase in torque helps the rotating cylinder to get up to speed 
and to change directions of rotation quickly while the boat is sailing. 
The angular acceleration of the cylinder immediately after the motor is 
engaged can be determined using the equations 

ΣT = Iαvector and
I =  ∫r2dm

The moment of inertia of the rotating cylinder system can be 
approximated through the addition of the moment of inertia of a disk 
(the gear) or mass .18 kg and the moment of inertia of a cylindrical 
shell of mass 1.81 kg. Therefore
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Inet= 1/2(.18kg)(.05m)2 + (1.81kg)(.04m)2 = 3.12x10-3kgm^2
ΣT = Iαvector

3.333*(Tmotor)/3.12x10-3kgm^2 = αvector

αvector=((Tmotor)1067.93)rad/s

3.2.2  Magnus Force Calculations

The drag coefficient of a long cylinder has been measured to be roughly 
0.82 [8]. In the a typical sailing scenario, the wind velocity vector 
will be perpendicular to the angular velocity vector of the rotating 
cylinder. Thus the cross product of these vectors is equal to their scalar 
multiplication. Using this and the following equation, an approximate 
value for the Magnus Force on the cylinder experiencing an apparent 
wind velocity v can be obtained.

Fm =  LρG(v x w)/w
G = 2πrw

Fm = (.8m)(1.225 km/m^3)(2π * .04m * 97.4 rad/s)v = (23.2*(wind 
velocity))Newtons

3.2.3  Buoyant Force Calculations

The total mass of the boat is 11 kg. This calculation determines the 
volume of water that the boat needs to displace in order to stay afloat. 

Fb = pvg
mg = pvg

11kg * g = (999.97kg/m^3)gv
v = .011 m^3

The following is a calculation approximating the volume of the hulls 
of the boat.

V = 35in * 17.5in * 2.5in = 1531in^3 = .025 m^3

Thus the hull volume of the boat should be sufficient to keep it afloat.
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4  General Explanation of Operation
 
In order to utilize the natural wind to create forward propulsion 
exclusively, the catamaran senses the direction of the wind and spins 
the cylinder in the appropriate direction so that the Magnus force 
is a positive contributor to the boat’s forward motion. Let’s take an 
example to explore just how the rotating cylinder deflects the wind to 
create a force and how this force contributes to the forward motion of 
the catamaran. 

Figure 4: Wind deflection due to cylinder: wind direction from the North-East, 
forward motion of boat towards top of page, cylinder rotating counter-clockwise. 

In Figure 4, because of the cylinder’s counter-clockwise rotation, 
the wind wraps around the side of the cylinder moving in its same 
direction due to a frictional interaction, and is deflected slightly 
backwards, contributing to the boat’s forward motion via conservation 
of momentum. The fins under the water counteract any sheering force 
from the wind with a normal force, working to cancel forces not along 
the boat’s axis of forward motion. 
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Figure 5: Pressure differential surrounding cylinder: wind direction from the North-
East, forward motion of boat towards top of page, cylinder rotating counter-clockwise. 

Due to the cylinder’s counter-clockwise rotation, the wind is accelerated 
on the forward face of the cylinder while it is slowed on the backwards 
facing surface. Because of Bernoulli’s Law, a low-pressure region is 
created where the wind speeds are higher and a high-pressure region 
is created where the wind speeds are lower. This pressure differential 
around the cylinder creates a force on the cylinder in the boat’s general 
forward direction depending on the direction of the wind. The fins 
under the water work to channel this force, redirecting any horizontal 
components of the force into a force that can contribute to the boat’s 
forward motion. 
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5  Design

5.1  Physical Design
 
The physical design of the boat consists of two hulls, each with its own 
rudder and centerboard. This design increases the stability of the boat 
by widening its base, allowing the boat to work effectively in higher 
wind speeds. The two pontoons are made of low density foam and have 
a wide design to maximize surface area, thus minimizing the depth of 
water drawn and reducing drag. The wetted surface of each pontoon 
measures to be approximately 36in by 8.5in. The two pontoons are 
linked using a wooden frame that is amended to each pontoon using 
bolts that go all the way through the foam with washers on each end. 

Figure 6: Digital model of boat (dimensions in inches) with views of front, back, top, 
bottom, and side of boat. 

The boat is equipped with a rotating cylinder, centered on the frame 
connecting the two pontoons and appended to a carbon axle of 38in. 
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The axle is mounted vertically in a box made of wood and acrylic 
that houses two bearings so that the cylinder can rotate freely. The 
dimensions of the box are 4in by 20in by 6in. This provides a sturdy 
base for the cylinder to minimize wobbling. The cylinder itself has a 
height of 33in and a radius of 2in. The cylinder is tall so as to increase 
the surface area in contact with the air to increase the Magnus force, 
and slender so as to decrease the moment of inertia of the system to 
make it easier for the motor to change its direction of rotation when 
the wind shifts.
 
The gearbox responsible for rotating the cylinder is designed to increase 
the torque of the motor to make it easier to switch the direction of 
rotation of the cylinder. The gear amended to the axle of the motor has 
a radius of 1.5cm whereas the gear amended to the axle of the cylinder 
has a radius of 5cm, increasing the torque of the system. The motor 
is attached to a plate that can be rotated around an axis, allowing for 
easy removal and tightening of the chain, and making removal of the 
cylinder possible as well. 

Figure 7: Gear box design with view of motor, gears, and motor support plate system.
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The rudders are linked using parallel acrylic beams so that they steer in 
unison when moved by a small electric motor and are made out of  1/8in
acrylic for a sleek, hydrodynamic design. When activated via a voltage 
output from the micro-controller, the small electric motor spins a 
gear, which in turn moves an axle to either the right or the left. This 
sideways push or pull is utilized to turn the rudders by being applied 
to a shaft attached to a rudder, a pivot, and the parallel acrylic beams. 
In this way, both rudders can be steered in unison to either the right or 
the left via remote control. 

Figure 8: Rudder design—rudders steer in unison using parallel acrylic beams and two 
pivot points. 

The boat is also equipped with a wind sensor designed to determine 
the direction of rotation of the cylinder based on the direction of the 
wind. The wind sensor is composed of a wind pennant with a magnet 
attached to it, and a hall sensor. The pennant is modified so that it 
becomes a binary sensor, sensing whether the wind is coming from 
the right or the left, by using two stopping pegs mounted to an acrylic 
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plate just below the pennant. When the wind is coming over the boat’s 
left pontoon, the hall sensor is triggered by the magnet on the wind 
pennant, causing the cylinder to spin clockwise. When the sensor 
is not triggered, the cylinder spins counter-clockwise. The circuit 
designed to switch the direction of rotation of the cylinder is housed 
in an acrylic box on the bow of the boat to keep the electronics dry and 
to avoid short-circuiting due to moisture. 

Figure 9: Wind sensor and circuit.

The wind sensor is seen on the left side of the image, complete with 
wind pennant and hall sensor. The circuit is contained in the clear 
acrylic box mounted between the pontoons.
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5.2  Circuit Design

Figure 10: Circuit schematic, consisting of two relays, two power sources, a hall chip, 
an electric motor, a resistor, and a micro-controller. 
 
When a voltage is created by the micro-controller, the relay in the top 
left of the schematic is triggered, completing the rest of the circuit. The 
voltage output of the micro-controller can be controlled via remote 
control. This relay removes the need for manual switches and conserves 
power while the cylinder is not active. 
 
The rest of the circuit is designed to switch the direction of current 
flowing through the electric motor based on the triggering of a hall 
chip. It consists of two power supplies, a hall chip, a relay and an 
electric motor. When the hall chip is in the presence of a magnetic 
field, it outputs a voltage which is used to switch the relay. This relay 
is responsible for controlling the direction of the current generated by 
the 27-volt power supply through the electric motor. Each time the 
relay changes states the direction of current in the motor switches. The 
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relay also enables this large voltage source to power the motor without 
having it power the logic of the circuit by creating an isolated loop 
involving only the motor and the power source. 
 
The hall chip responsible for changing the state of the second relay is 
powered by a 6V power supply. This voltage is just enough to produce 
enough current through the hall sensor that then triggers the relay 
without blowing out the sensor itself. 

6  Results

6.1  Power Consumption
 
The power consumption of the motor was measured by placing a 0.1 
Ohm resistor in series with the motor and measuring the voltage across 
the resistor using a multimeter. From this measured voltage drop, the 
current through the motor was calculated using Ohm’s law, V = IR. 
With this new calculated current, the power dissipated by the motor 
was calculated using the equation P = IV. The power dissipation was 
calculated for multiple voltages of the power source, and then recorded 
in the following graph. 

Figure 11: Graph charting power consumption against voltage.
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According to the best fit curve, the data above follows a trend represented 
by the equation, (Predicted power consumption) = 1.62*(Voltage) - 6.616.   

6.2  Turning Radius
 
The rudders turn θ = 10 degrees to the right and left when activated 
by the remote control. The rudders and the centerboards have d = 18in 
of separation. The following are calculations for the minimum turning 
radius of the boat.

Figure 12: Turning radius geometry diagram for calculation.

(d/2)/r = cos(90 - θ/2)
(18in/2)/r = cos(90 - 10/2 degrees)

9/r = cos(85)
r = 103.26in

The turning radius of the boat is 103.26in. During testing this radius 
was seen to vary with wind speed so that when the boat was going 
faster it made tighter turns. 

6.3  Radio Communication Range
 
The Radio Communication Range was measured to be 44 yards without 
obstruction and with new batteries. 
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6.4  Voltage vs Angular Velocity of Cylinder
 
The angular velocity of the cylinder was measured for different voltages 
of the power source used to power the cylinder. 

 
Figure 13: Graph charting angular velocity against voltage.

The relationship between voltage of power supply and angular speed  
of the cylinder can be described by the equation (Predicted Angular  
Speed) = 50*(Voltage) + 53.852.

6.5  Boat Speed
 
The upwind speed of the boat was tested in variable wind speeds 
ranging from 0 mph to approximately 8 mph in flat water on the 
recreational pool at Menlo College. A course of 14 ft was marked and 
the boat was steered in a straight line along the course. The time that 
the boat took to complete the course was measured to be 15 seconds. 
The wind during the test was directed between roughly -30 degrees 
and 30 degrees of the bow. In this upwind test the boat had an average 
speed of 0.93 ft/s.
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